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Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
Dear Customer, 

This catalogue is designed for users and decision-makers. It aims 
to provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art allowing 
you to select practical and safe rope protection equipment.  
This catalogue only contains the FALLSTOP® core program, i.e.  
an excerpt of BORNACK’s extensive products and services. Make 
use of the recognised competence of the BORNACK specialists to 
find a made-to-measure solution for your safety problem. Just 
contact us. 

A solution from BORNACK may involve suitable rope protection 
equipment or a risk analysis through to comprehensive supervi-
sion of your elevated workplace by BORNACK’s safety engineers. 

Prevention
The FALLSTOP® safety program is characterised by PREVENTION: 
the aim is to prevent fall accidents from the outset. This takes into 
account the special conditions of the workplace. The BORNACK 
motto for the past 25 years: We do not just alleviate falls, we pre-
vent them from happening in the first place!

Integrated approach
BORNACK quickly learned that effective protection can only be 
achieved at elevated workplaces by taking an integrated 
approach:
•  the right rope protection equipment 
•  the right application to avoid dangerous errors 
•  suitable attachment points

Based on this, BORNACK developed a future-oriented portfolio:

FALLSTOP® 
•  FALLSTOP® SAFETY: Industry and business
•  FALLSTOP® RESCUE: Emergency service, fire service, police 
•  FALLSTOP® ADVENTURE: Commercially run leisure activities  
•  FALLSTOP® ROPE ACCESS: Free working in rope
•  FALLSTOP® TRAINING: Training, coaching
•  FALLSTOP® SERVICE: Advice, inspection, repairs

SAFEPOINT® 
•  SAFEPOINT® SYSTEMS (anchorage equipment)
•    SAFEPOINT® INDUSTRY (anchorage equipment / 

height access equipment)
•  SAFEPOINT® ARCHITECTURE (ropes & nets)

HOCHWERK Marbach
In a unique development and training centre in Marbach / Neckar 
BORNACK operates a platform for users, professional associations 
and testing institutes where realistic situations can be simulated 
to practice what to do in the event of danger, and to develop staff 
and equipment for more safety and efficiency at building sites.

Make use of this resource to enhance efficiency in your own com-
pany and alleviate management responsibility. Just contact us. 

Oben bleiben – the customer magazine
The BORNACK magazine keeps you up to date with new develop-
ments in the market, amendments to standards and regulations, 
and contains articles about interesting solutions. It aims to inspire 
and motivate our customers and readers equally. We will be happy 
to include you in the mailing list and send you the latest issue. Or 
you can visit us at www.bornack.de or www.fallstop.de to down-
load the information. 

The BORNACK team hopes that you and your employees  
‘Stay on Top’ and looks forward to hearing from you.

Yours Klaus Bornack

STAY ON TOP –  
Securing and rescue at heights and depths
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Real work situation in the HOCHWERK Marbach/Neckar, training and development centre 
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Safety and ergonomics are the primary  
factors that define the quality of a safety 
harness.

The issue of ergonomics is not even 
anchored in the standards and is difficult 
to quantify. Even today, tests are only  
carried out with dummies. It is therefore 
all the more important that the harness 
developers have years of their own  
application experience and adopt a sys-
tematic and scientific approach and that 
they have a precise understanding of the 
user’s requirements. We have more than 
20 years of experience in height assembly - 
we know what we are talking about! 

Strength is not the only decisive factor, it is 
the ergonomics that set the limits in terms 
of the arresting forces exerted on the  
body when suspended, after a fall, or for  
everyday use. The potentially fatal orthos-
tatic shock (suspension trauma) can only  
be alleviated by ergonomically optimised  
harness geometries and design details.
Ergonomics does not just entail padding. 
BORNACK harnesses are fitted with small 
carefully positioned padding elements  
and the harness is designed to fit the body 
efficiently. 

Another important aspect when selecting 
harnesses is the way it is worn and locked 
into position with the buckles. Simple click-
fasteners with frame parts are uncompli-
cated and robust. The conscious design of 
the BORNACK-click-fasteners facilitate a 
good grip and simple and fast connection. 
The new CLICKfasteners are even faster.

Depending on the design of the safety  
harnesses with various attachment 
D-rings, it is suitable for 
• arresting and rescue
• holding / positioning 
• climbing 
• or even rescue operations 

It is important that the safety harness can 
be correctly configured (adjusted) for the 
wearer and that the user maintains an 
upright, almost vertical position in the har-
ness. It is essential to try out the harness 
before purchase and to receive instruction.  

Of course, we at BORNACK strive to not 
only ensure a good design, we also focus 
on material quality and state-of-the-art 
production techniques.  

Our customer consultants will be happy to 
tell you more. Please arrange an appoint-
ment and ask our advice.

Design, material  
and quality 

<  The straps on the FALLSTOP® safety harnesses 
are processed on CNC-controlled sewing 
machines with a high level of quality and  
repetitive precision.
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The quality of a harness  
lies in the details.

Click-buckle

Work positioning D-rings

Easyglide buckle

Multifunctional D-ring  
(vertical fall-arrest-system D-ring)

Click fastener

Material loops

Force-flow optimised seams Strap-end fixation Label pouch
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× Detail available        • 
Partially suitable        •• Suitable      ••• Highly suitable

TYPES
 

STOP POSITION
 

APPLICATION
 

ADJUSTABILITY
 

FS-1 ECO FS-2 ECO FS-3 UNI FS-4 T Comfort ATTACK worker

Standards EN 361
 0123

EN 361
 0123

EN 361 / 358
 0123

EN 361 / 358 / 12277
 0123

EN 12277 / 361 / 358
 0123

Frontal / sternal × × × ×

Arresting •• •• ••• ••• •••

Shoulder straps × × ×

On the side × × ×

Work positioning  • •• ••• ••

Leg loops × × × × ×

Lowering • •• ••• •••

Abdominal belt × ×

Fall arrester • ••• •

Chest strap × × ×

Support •• •• •• ••• ••
Rescue •• •• ••• ••• •

Rear side / dorsal × × × ×

Art. No. / Sizes 311 101-1  /  XS – L 311 102-1  /  XS – L
311 102-2  /  M – XL

311 104-1  /  XS – L
311 104-2  /  M – XL

311 107-1  /  XS – L
311 107-2  /  M – XL

711 144  /  XS – M
711 145  /  M – XL

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

frontal seitlich dorsal

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

frontal seitlich dorsal

frontal seitlich dorsal

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten
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STOP POSITION
 

TYPES
 

APPLICATION
 

ADJUSTABILITY
 

STRIPE basic STRIPE basic 
click

STRIPE basic
click-light

STRIPE comfort STRIPE comfort
click

STRIPE comfort
click-light

FS Delta-
rescue

EN 361
 0123 

EN 361
 0123

EN 361
 0123

EN 361 / EN 358 
 0123 

EN 361 / EN 358 
 0123 

EN 361 / EN 358 
 0123 

EN 1498-B / EN 1497
 0123

× × × × × × ×

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

× × × × × ×

× × ×

• • • ••• ••• •••

× × × × × ×

•• •• •• •• •• ••

× × ×

• • • ••• ••• •••
•• •• •• •• •• ••

× × × × × ×

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

× × × × × ×

311 200  /  S – XL 311 201  /  S – XL 311 202  /  S – XL 311 203  /  S – XL 311 204  /  S – XL 311 205  /  S – XL 712 050  /  XS – XXL
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Application
Ultra-light and inexpensive fall arrester and rescue harness made of very 
light, highly strong and low-wear High-Tex strap materials in a nylon yarn 
specially produced for FALLSTOP®. Leg loops and chest strap can be individ-
ually adjusted. The harnesses offer maximum freedom of movement and 
excellent wearing comfort, even if worn for long periods, thanks to the very 
supple strap and a minimum of metallic fittings. Produced with force-flow 
optimised seams. FS-2 ECO also with frontal arresting loops and two posi-
tioning loops on the chest side for work positioning.

Use 
FS-1 ECO  •  Securing (arresting) in exposed work situations with 

good standing surfaces (window cleaning, working in  
hydraulic platform baskets, etc.) 

    •  Rescuing from dangerous situations by ascending or 
abseiling (working in shafts, silos, etc.) 

FS-2 ECO  •  Securing (arresting) in exposed work situations with 
good standing surfaces (window cleaning, working in 
hydraulic platform baskets, etc.) 

    •  Rescuing from dangerous situations by ascending or 
abseiling (working in shafts, silos, etc.)

    •  Positioning

Equipped with 
FS-1 ECO  •  Supple strap with different coloured chest straps to  

facilitate handling
    •  Size can be adjusted via the adjustable leg loops and 

adjustable chest strap
    •  Rear arrester D-ring, can be individually adjusted
    •  Central fastener on the front facilitates optimum  

pre-checking
    •  Fast and easy to put on and remove thanks to  

click-fasteners

FS-2 ECO   •  Supple strap with different coloured chest strap to  
facilitate handling

    •  Size can be adjusted via the adjustable leg loops and 
adjustable chest strap

    •  Rear arrester D-ring, can be individually adjusted
    •  Central fastener on the front facilitates optimum  

pre-checking
    •  Fast and easy to put on and remove thanks to  

click-fasteners
    •  Arresting loop on the front
    •  Two positioning loops on the front for work positioning

Body harness FS-1 ECO
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No 
Size  XS – L        311 101-1

Body harness FS-2 ECO 
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No
Size   XS – L        311 102-1 
Size   M – XL        311 102-2

FS-2 ECO: two-part frontal 
arresting loop

Body harness 
FS-1 ECO / FS-2 ECO
 

 

FS-2 ECO FS-2 ECO

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten RettenArresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Padded leg loops

Positioning D-ring

Central fastener

Body harness FS-3 UNI
 

Body harness FS-3 UNI
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No 
Size   XS – L        311 104-1
Size   M – XL        311 104-2

Application
An ultra-light and versatile fall arrester and rescue harness with extra- 
ordinary ergonomic properties. The horizontal all-round chest strap can  
be completely adjusted as can the shoulder and leg straps, offering the 
body optimum support in all work positions.
Produced on NC-controlled sewing stations with force-flow optimised 
seams. Only very light, highly strong and low-wear High-Tex strap  
materials in a nylon yarn specially produced for FALLSTOP® are used.
Special clamp buckles ensure the harness settings are retained securely 
even if the loads exerted vary. All fittings are made of highly tensile steel, 
D-rings are forged.

Use 
The universal body harness for all application situations. In particular for 
working on sloping roofs etc., also with ropes.

Equipped with
•  Two-colour strap for better orientation and visibility, the yellow  

shoulder straps signalise: TOP / FRONT
• Fast length adjustment of the harness via the shoulder straps
• 1 arrester D-ring at the back (D-ring forged steel)
• 1 arrester D-ring at the front (D-ring forged steel)
•  2 positioning D-rings right and left at hip height for U-shaped  

anchorage (D-ring forged steel)
• Uncomplicated click-fasteners: fast and proven
• Central fastener on the front
•  Padded leg loops for extremely comfortable suspension / sitting  

in the harness

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten RettenArresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Application
This classic harness was developed in cooperation with DEUTSCHE  
TELEKOM for heavy duty everyday use. Special demands are made of  
its fitness for purpose and the ergonomics. Systematic and extensive 
practical tests have proven its usability, as have the number of units sold. 
In a unique manner, this harness combines the proven handling of classic 
industrial body harnesses with the ergonomic harness geometry and 
force distribution of climbing seat harnesses. 
The force is specifically distributed to the thighs via the vertical step sling. 
In combination with the padded leg belts (padding with special ergonom-
ic design), above-average safety and ergonomics can be achieved during 
arresting and when suspended in the harness. 
The all-round chest strap can be adjusted precisely and individually and 
prevents the body from tipping backward.
This harness is produced from the best materials on state-of-the-art  
production equipment, like all body harnesses of the FS-series: strap 
materials specially produced for FALLSTOP®, forged fittings made of  
steel, on NC-controlled sewing machines.

Use
• Working on roofs, ladders and platforms
• Ascending and abseiling on vertical fall-arrest-systems 
• Working in exposed areas
• Rope-supported work 
• In the telecommunications industry, wind power industry etc.

Equipped with
•  1 arrester D-ring on rear side (D-ring forged steel)
•  1 multifunction D-ring in the middle, at the front (D-ring forged steel)
•  1 arrester D-ring on the front (textile loop at chest height)
• 2 positioning D-rings on the side right / left
•  Uncomplicated click-fasteners, fast and proven
•  Central fastener at the front – optimum pre-checking
•  Simple, non-manipulable fastening and simple checking of  

secure positioning
•  Anatomically formed leg pads and hip pads made of  

sweat-absorbing Comf-tex material
•  Attachment D-rings for tools on the hip strap

Body harness FS-4 T COMFORT
EN 361, 358, 12277 / CE 0123      Art. No.
Size  XS – L        311 107-1
Size  M – XL        311 107-2

Multifunction D-ring

Positioning D-ring on the side Arresting loop in the front

Chest strap-buckle

Body harness FS-4 T COMFORT
 

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten RettenArresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Chest-sit harness combination ATTACK worker
EN 12277 / EN 361 / EN 358 / CE 0123     Art. No. 
Size  XS – M        711 144
Size  M – XL         711 145

Application
From our special program FALLSTOP® rescue for professional users in fire 
service teams, height rescue troops and special units, this harness was 
developed for rope-supported work and similar tasks and has been 
enhanced with ‘industrial’ details such as positioning D-rings etc.
This harness facilitates long suspension times and absolute mobility  
even in tough working conditions. Its special ergonomic design allows 
free suspension without allowing the body to tip backwards. This is  
essential in emergency situations! 
The harness can be produced in non-reflecting black materials for rigging 
tasks in theatre or event environments.

Use
Secure free climbing and suspension in theatre or event environments.
 
Equipped with
• 1 arrester D-ring frontal at chest height (textile attachment loop)
•  2 positioning D-rings on the side right and left (D-ring hinged,  

forged steel)
• Ergonomic slim back padding made of special padding materials 
• Ergonomically shaped padding in the leg loops
• Separate chest strap, all-round and adjustable
• 1 vertical step sling to connect the sitting harness chest strap

Positioning D-ring on the side Padded leg loops

Chest-sit harness combination  
ATTACK worker
 

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten RettenArresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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NEW

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

Body harness STRIPE basic
 

Application
Ergonomically shaped harness with three fastener variants in high-quali-
ty corrosion-resistant steel or aluminium. Individual size adjustment of 
leg loops, shoulder straps and chest strap. The ends of the straps on the 
leg and shoulder straps can be secured by means of a special strap-end 
fixation. Once they are adjusted and fixed, the harness can be put on  
easily and quickly thanks to the buckles. It can be secured via the front 
anchorage loops and an attachment D-ring on the rear side. 

Use
Universal body harness for all application situations. Specially designed to 
meet the needs of the trade, scaffolding constructors, workers on elevated 
work platforms and workers in the water industry. 

Equipped with
• Anchorage loops at the front
• Attachment D-ring at the rear
• Label pouch
• Strap-end fixation
• State-of-the-art sewing equipment

Model variants
•  STRIPE basic with back-loading closure
• STRIPE basic click with stainless steel click fastener
• STRIPE basic click-light with aluminium click fastener

Accessories
Heart-light karabiner: Special hooks for two-part front arresting loops 
with Twistlock-plus fastener. (description Heart-light see page 56)

Body harness STRIPE basic click-light
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No.
Unisize S – XL Aluminium Click fastener    311 202

Body harness STRIPE basic click
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No. 
Unisize S – XL stainless steel Click fastener   311 201

Body harness STRIPE basic
EN 361 / CE 0123         Art. No.
Unisize S – XL back-loading closure     311 200

Stainless steel click fastener Aluminium click fastener

Back-loading closure

Arresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Body harness STRIPE comfort
 

Application
Ergonomically shaped harness with three fastener variants in high- 
quality corrosion-resistant steel or aluminium. Individual size adjustment 
of leg loops, shoulder straps and chest strap. The ends of the straps on the 
leg and shoulder straps can be secured by means of a special strap-end 
fixation. Once they are adjusted and fixed, the harness can be put on  
easily and quickly thanks to the buckles. It can be secured via the front 
and rear attachment D-rings. Abdominal belt with ergonomic hip pad-
ding, multifunction D-ring and positioning D-rings on the sides. Four 
material D-rings for simple and secure attachment of work equipment 
and tool bags.

Use
Universal body harness for all application situations. Specially designed to 
meet the needs of energy suppliers, offshore parks, telecommunication 
and the water industry. Excellent wearing comfort even if worn for a long 
time.

Equipped with
•  Anchorage loops at the front
• Attachment D-ring at the rear
• Label pouch
• Strap-end fixation
• State-of-the-art sewing equipment
• Abdominal belt with ergonomic hip padding
• Multifunctional D-ring
• Positioning D-rings on the side
•  Optionally with aluminium click fastener or slide-clamp  

buckle on the abdominal belt
• 6 material D-rings

Model variants
•  STRIPE comfort with back-loading closure
• STRIPE comfort click with stainless steel click fastener
• STRIPE comfort click-light with aluminium click fastener

Accessories
Heart-light karabiner: Special hooks for two-part front arresting loops 
with Twistlock-plus fastener. (description Heart-light see page 56)

Body harness STRIPE comfort click-light
EN 361, EN 358 / CE 0123       Art. No. 
Unisize S – XL aluminium click fastener    311 205

Body harness STRIPE comfort click
EN 361, EN 358 / CE 0123       Art. No. 
Unisize S – XL Stainless steel click fastener    311 204

Body harness STRIPE comfort 
EN 361, EN 358 / CE 0123       Art. No. 
Unisize S – XL strap-end fixation    311 203

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten Retten

Stainless steel click fastener  strap-end fixation

NEW

Arresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Rescue triangle FS Delta-rescue
EN 1498-B, EN 1496 / CE 0123      Art. No.
Size XS - XXL         712 050

Application
Universal harness for rescuing persons. Can be put on quickly and easily. 
Suitable for adults and children equally.

Use
Abseiling of persons from a danger zone to safe ground. Highly suitable 
for inexperienced users, for third parties that are supervised or emergency 
rescue operations. Otherwise, we recommend our body harnesses that 
can also be used as rescue harnesses.

Equipped with
•   3-level body size adjustment  

The colour coding of the positioning loops allows simple and rapid 
adjustment to the body size  

•  Sturdy sit element that is highly suitable for abseiling small persons 
(children)  

•  Padded chest strap 
60-mm padding for better distribution of the pressure loads below  
the armpits and to increase suspension comfort

•  Adjustable braces 
Easy to put on, ready quickly if several persons need to be rescued  
(swing rappelling). The harness worn for abseiling does not need  
to be held onto until it is attached.

Who hasn’t been in this situation? The shoulder straps rub on the skin 
when wearing very lightweight summer clothing. A great amount of 
patience is required in particular when more sophisticated body harness-
es need to be put on. 
Comfort padding FS offers help here: the padding is placed below the 
shoulder strap and attached with hook-and-loop elements and, similar to 
a vest, its shape facilitates donning the harness. Ultra-light spacer fabric 
prevents heat accumulating below the padding and ensures excellent 
wearing comfort.

Almost every harness system from the FALLSTOP® range can be fitted with 
the Comfort padding FS, even at a later date. 

Comfort padding FS        Art. No.
            311 151

Rescue triangle   
FS Delta-rescue 
 

Comfort padding FS  
for harness systems
 

Auffangen Positionieren Ablassen Steigschutz Rückhalten RettenArresting Positioning Lowering Restraint 
Vertical-  
fall-arresting Rescue
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Application
The life-vest FS 2-3 maritime was specially designed for BORNACK body 
harnesses and can be retrofitted to the harnesses FS-2, -3, -4, STRIPE basic, 
STRIPE comfort and the FS-3 Aviat. Both securing elements have been 
tested and certified together according to EN 399 and individually accord-
ing to the normal standards. Combined with the body harness FS-3 Aviat 
the life-vest is approved for the aviation industry. Also, the life-vest FS 2-3 
maritime is the only PPE system in the European market that meets the 
strict regulations of the US Coast Guards.

BORNACK therefore closes a safety gap in the protective equipment for 
safe working above water.

Use
The body harness with the life-vest FS 2-3 maritime is suitable for  
operations above water even in extreme work situations: It offers ideal 
protection for all aspects of maritime work, in the aviation industry, for 
sewage works, underground and water construction, offshore wind power 
plants, the water police and disaster relief organisations. The life-vest  
FS 2-3 maritime can be put on quickly, is simple to operate and versatile. 
Hook-and-loop fasteners connect the compact and lightweight life-vest 
made of sturdy, seawater-resistant nylon material with the durable body  
harness. The wearer can disconnect it from the harness and reattach it 
independently as required. The attachment points on the front and rear 
sides can be used without restriction.

Functions
•  Can be worn with both heavier, waterproof clothing or with dry rescue 

suits 
• Inflated life-vest provides a buoyancy of 275 N
•  Suitable for people weighing between 40 kg and 120 kg and a chest size 

of between 85 cm and 135 cm
• Automatic activation of the life-vest
• Manual automatic block (available as an option)
• Buoyancy elements and protective cover can be replaced if worn
•  Maximum service life of ten years (depends on frequency and  

type of use)
• CO 2 cartridge and trigger tablets can be ordered from BORNACK

Notes
•  Must be inspected once a year by an expert in accordance with the  

professional association regulations (BGR 198/199) 
•  Should be sent to the manufacturer every three years for replacement  

of the trigger tablets and testing of the CO2 cylinder

Life-vest FS 2-3 maritime 
EN 399 / CE 0299        Art. No.
Size S – XXL          311 131
Spare cartridge with 2 trigger tablets     311 133
Automatic block         311 132

Life-vest 
FS 2-3 maritime 
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Application
The survival suit was specially designed for tough weather conditions and 
complicated work tasks at height close to water, the sea, coastal areas and 
inland lakes, and protects against undercooling and drowning. It has an 
integrated attachment D-ring that has been registered for patent with an 
integrated rescue sling. The body harness is worn below the suit and con-
nected to the attached attachment D-ring via an integrated seawater-
resistant stainless steel adapter. The inner rescue harness prevents air col-
lecting in the suit extremities even when in the water, thereby ensuring 
the casualty maintains an optimum position in the water. In combination 
with the matching life-vest, it ensures that the body lies flat in the water 
and the head remains above water.   
The survival suit can be put on and taken off without having to remove the 
body harness. Its clever design allows enough freedom of movement 
whilst working even when suspended in the harness. Due to the fact that 
the rescue sling is tightly integrated into the suit, it is automatically put on 
together with the survival suit. In the event of an accident, the rescue forc-
es do not need to attach other rescue slings, thereby saving the casualty 
this time-consuming and strenuous task.

Equipped with
• Integrated attachment D-ring with integrated rescue sling
•  Integrated adapter made of seawater-resistant stainless steel to connect 

the rescue harness and attachment D-ring
• Detachable inner suit: 3 h cold suit
• Outer suit: Waterproof membrane made of Goretex
•  Glove 2-finger fist for optimum operation of the PS A, attached to  

lower arm
• Vented leg pockets
• Waterproof sleeve pockets
• Waterproof zip fasteners
• Buddy line
• Hood compatible to the work helmet
• Overall with integrated socks; normal shoes are worn with the suit
• Reflection stripes in compliance with standard
• Optional: Distress finder RT -B77 HEL B
• Optional: Distress lamp CFX
• Optional: Body harness FS-4 T

Survival suit OFFshore with 
integrated rescue sling 
 

Survival suit OFFshore       Art. No. 
 311 300

Inner adapter 
for the body harness

Integrated attachment D-ring

NEW
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Period of use and replacement 
The service life of rope protection equip-
ment cannot be quantified in absolute  
figures: primarily, this depends on the 
external influences when used, storage 
and the type and intensity of use, as well 
as the climatic conditions. This especially 
applies to textile materials, i.e. to the  
harnesses and ropes.

In extreme conditions, the safety reserves 
can be used up rapidly so that the equip-
ment needs to be replaced after a short 
time. 

The professional association regulations 
recommend the following discard dead-
lines: 
 
Ropes  4 – 6 years 
Harnesses 6 – 8 years

By virtue of the high BORNACK quality, if 
inspected and used carefully, and stored 
correctly, the service life of FALLSTOP® 
products may reach up to 10 years. The test 
card or checklist serve as a recommen-
dation and help when deciding on the  
correct time to sort out the equipment.

Inspection
The user must check that the rope protec-
tion equipment is fully functional every 
time before use. Dubious or fall-stressed 
equipment may not be used!

The equipment must be inspected at least 
once a year by a trained expert nominated 
by the company. The results are recorded. 
Repairs may only be carried out by the 
manufacturer.

Sorting out
Damaged rope protection equipment 
(especially textile components) must 
always be immediately excluded from use 
and replaced:

•  If parts (straps, seams, ropes or even  
fittings etc.) are damaged or deformed

• After contact with chemicals
• After heavy mechanical loads (e.g. fall)
•  If ropes or harnesses show clear signs  

of wear
•  If heavily soiled (e.g. grease, oil, bitumen 

etc.)
•  After heavy thermal loads (contact,  

radiated or friction heat)

Storage and care 
The service life of rope protection equip-
ment can be enhanced considerably if it is 
stored and cared for correctly. Optimum 
storage: loose and airy in a dry cool place 
with constant climatic conditions.  

Wet or damp equipment should not be 
packed into containers, instead it should 
be allowed to dry out at normal room 
temperature. Do not place in clothes dryers 
or on radiators. 

Clean the equipment regularly using water 
and a neutral detergent. Do not use any 
chemical cleaning agents.

BORNACK offers regular expert inspections 
including professional repairs as a service.  

Just contact us: 
revision@bornack.de
revision@bornack.ch

Lifespan of rope protection 
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Securing ropes  
and systems 
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Rope technology 
The craft of rope-making is ancient and is 
still of paramount importance today for 
securing ropes, even though nowadays 
new materials and production techniques 
are used. The use of technical equipment 
such as abseiling devices, rope-shortening 
devices and shock absorbers require pre-
cise quality and tolerances if you as a user 
want safety and functional properties 
throughout the service life of the product.
And this does not come cheaply.

The BORNACK rope technologies 
The most important BORNACK equipment 
can be supplied with various rope types: 
•   The classic twisted securing rope 

BORNACK PROFI.
•  The modern kernmantel securing rope 

BORNACK PROFI-tec.

Rope end connections
All our ropes are equipped with carabiners 
with integrated rope end connections.

PROFI-tec 
The properties of kernmantel rope designs 
may vary: low-stretch static ropes  
through to high-energy dynamic ropes.  
We have selected a very high-performance 
kern-mantel rope for the FALLSTOP® safety  
product range - the PROFI-tec 12.0 mm.
The mantel protects the load-bearing rope 
core and allows recognition of tolerance 
values of mechanical damage and facili-
tates handling.

PROFI-tec technology
Due to their construction, high quality 
kernmantel ropes cannot be spliced.
Therefore they have always been knotted, 
which is associated with the risk of 
strength losses and manipulation by  
unauthorised parties. For this case,  
BORNACK has developed a puncture  
sewing procedure that allows extremely 
strong stitching:
•   High strength of over 39 kN 

(knotted approx. 29 kN).
•  High level of protection against damage 

to the seam (over 70 % of the thread lies 
hidden inside the rope).

•  No sources of error caused by wrong  
handling by the user. 

The PROFI-tec end connection is also pro-
tected by a transparent protection cap.

PROFI 
This is the proven mature 30-year old  
classic product among our ropes.  
Produced by a German rope factory to 
exact specifications provided by BORNACK 
for precise tolerances and quality. 
At the same time we always retain proven 
aspects – the FALLSTOP® ropes from  
BORNACK still have 4 strands instead of 
just 3. 

PROFI technology
The rope end connections are still always 
equipped with a splice produced in crafts-
manship quality. This task is assumed by a 
third generation rope-maker master 
craftsman at BORNACK.

Rope stitching PROFI-tec

PROFI-tec with transparent protective cap

Rope end connection PROFI with splice

Ropes

Kernmantel rope PROFI-tec Twisted rope PROFI
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Horizontal use of rope protection
If possible, the attachment points for 
securing ropes or self retractable lanyards 
should always lie above the user. 
This prevents longer fall paths and higher 
fall energy from being exerted. Rope pro-
tection can therefore be preventive = pre-
cautionary. Ideally as a retention system 
(no free fall possible).
This also solves the problem of rescuing a 
colleague who has fallen from the rope 
protection.

However, overhead attachment points are 
not always available. For example, when 
working on roofs etc., the attachment 
points are near the feet. This means: long-
er fall paths (2 – 3 m free fall), and deflec-
tion of the securing rope over an edge. 
Approval according to EN 353-2 is inade-
quate as this test is only vertical. In the 
case of short connecting ropes between 
the body harness and fall-arrest-device, 
only small fall paths of approx. 30 to 50 cm 
are tested; however, fall attenuation 
according to EN 355 is required.

All FALLSTOP® products from BORNACK 
have met these strict requirements for 
over 25 years. Today an addition test  
‘horizontal use’ is being discussed for  
the EN 353-2 standard.

The sharp edge
Falls over edges should be avoided. In 
extreme cases, the edge can be very sharp. 
This always poses a risk for the rope and 
danger in general. Only edge-tested secur-
ing ropes should be used. Use edge protec-
tion or rope protection. 

All BORNACK ropes of the PROFI-tec and 
PROFI series with the associated fall-arrest-
devices and shock absorbers have passed 
the horizontal test and have been 
approved accordingly.  

In a systematic series of trials involving  
40 fall tests, none of the BORNACK prod-
ucts failed. These tests were carried out  
by the reputed neutral testing institute 
DMT (now EXAM).

Explanation:
A ‘sharp edge’ within the meaning of the 
standard draft and tests is a steel profile 
with an edge radius of R = 0.5 mm.

If you are interested, you will find more 
details in our HOCHWERK® training,  
development and event centre in  
Marbach / Neckar.

Information  
on the use of ropes 
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Multifunction device  
LORY 

For the first time, LORY offers users a fall-arrest-device whose 
functions have all been certified. This means that even alpine 
securing methods can be applied safely and effectively in compli-
ance with industrial safety standards.

The new LORY fall-arrest-device opens up new opportunities for 
securing persons at heights, and all this very ergonomically: 
the LORY device is small and handy without any edges or corners. 
It is used with supple and shock-absorbing kernmantel ropes.  
This is a huge step forward for users in terms of ergonomics and 
safety.

Special advantages of the LORY device
Panic safety – the ‘double-stop’ function ensures that abseiling is 
blocked in both extreme positions in the event of a panic reaction.  
This means that no incorrect manipulation of the stop function 
via the control lever is possible.
Lory is the only device on the market that satisfies all the require-
ments of the standard (abseiling device EN 341-A, fall-arrest-
device EN 353-2, positioning device EN 358, lead climber securing  
EN 15151-1).
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Application
To secure a person in a vertical climb up a mast or a horizontal climb in 
areas prone to collapse via a securing person. In this case, the securing 
person manually releases the rope in a controlled manner. If the person 
climbing falls, the LORY fall-arrest-device blocks and arrests the person’s 
fall (F = less than 6.0 kN). Immediate emergency rescue of the person 
who has fallen by lowering onto safe ground without additional rescue 
equipment and processes saves a lot of time.

Functions
• Arresting: in the event of a fall
•  Positioning: Interruption of the climb for a rest or to carry out small 

tasks with rope support 
•  Lowering: Rope-supported access to difficult to reach workplaces by 

means of abseiling 
•  Rescue: Abseiling function for emergency rescue after a fall in the  

securing system 
 
The device is hinged and can therefore be attached and removed at any 
point along the rope. This means that various rope lengths can be used.

Equipped with
•  Fall-arrest-device LORY L 01, with karabiner, abseiling control, hinged to 

remove from the rope 
Optional: closed (tightly connected to the rope)

•  Securing rope in high-quality kernmantel design  
Very strong rope end stitching with safety hook FS 51 o. a.

• Shock absorber (only for use with static ropes)
• Equipment sack for protected storage and easy transportation

Optional
• Fall-arrest-device ROPSTOP 3 (description see page 36/37)
• Anchorage sling SETP 1.35 m to secure stance
•  Anchorage slings SETP 0.7 m for intermediate securing 

(description see page 44)

Securing the lead climber LORY L 01 
EN 15151-1, EN 353-2, EN 341-A / CE 0123    Art. No.
Fall-arrest-device LORY L 01       302 100
Set 60   (with 60 m PROFI-tec 11 mm)   374 160
Set 120   (with 120 m PROFI-tec 11 mm   374 161
Set 200  (with 200 m PROFI-tec 11 mm)   374 162

Lead climber securing LORY L 01
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Application
Versatile fall-arrest-device with length adjustment and fall arresting.
For working on sloped roofs, masts etc. Very small and handy fall-arrest-
device.

Function
Arresting: After a fall, the LORY fall-arrest-device blocks immediately and 
arrests the casualty absorbing the force of the fall. The arresting force lies 
below 6.0 kN.

Support: The tight setting of the securing rope prevents falls and can be 
an important help in exposed areas.

Positioning: An optimum work position can even be assumed under a 
body load. A very stable body position is achieved thanks to the rope sup-
port. 

Abseiling: Freeing from a suspended position after a fall or approaching a 
certain work position via rope support.  

Equipped with
•  Fall-arrest-device LORY with mountaineering hook, permanently 

attached to the rope
•  Securing rope in special and high quality kernmantel design KS 12 with 

very strong rope end stitching and a safety hook FS 51
•  Shock absorber with a karabiner as a connecting element between the 

body harness and fall-arrest-device
• Equipment sack for protected storage and easy transportation

Fall-arrest-device LORY with a shock absorber
EN 353-2, EN 358 / CE 0123       Art. No.
Rope length  5 m        302 105
Rope length  10 m         302 106
Rope length  15 m         302 107
Rope length  20 m         302 108
Rope length  25 m         302 109

Multifunctional device /
Fall-arrest-device LORY
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Application
Securing a person in an exposed elevated workplace. Thanks to the 
U-shaped anchorage around a part or a structure, the user can be securely 
held in position and has both hands free to work. The device is extremely 
lightweight and easy to use.  

Function
Retention: Stepless tight adjustment of the rope length to achieve pre-
cisely the required work position. Allows relaxed and therefore ergonomic 
working even in difficult work postures.

Securing: Prevents falls caused by tipping or sliding off an elevated work-
place or by restraint from a falling edge.
 
Equipped with
•  LORY rope shortening device with mountaineering hook permanently 

attached to the rope 
•  Securing rope in special and high quality kernmantel design with very 

strong rope end stitching and safety hook FS 51
• Detachable rope protector (can be replaced or shortened)

Technical data
Weight: 350 g without rope

Positioning lanyard LORY
EN 358 / CE 0123          Art. No.
Rope length  1,0 m        304 311
Rope length  1,5 m        304 312
Rope length  2,0 m        304 313

Positioning lanyard LORY
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Shock absorber line   
PYTHON P 02

In a systematic development process, BORNACK studied the  
previously known fall arresting technologies and further opti-
mised all tolerance values. After many trials on the test stand  
and practical exercises, a completely new product was created: 
The shock absorber line PYTHON P 02.

The shock force is no longer absorbed via the very heavily influ-
enced rope friction or the ripping of a strap/seam. In the PYTHON 
system, the shock is absorbed by converting the energy across the 
entire length of the shock absorber line! This means it is possible 
to make this product very compact and handy. 

The 10 user benefits of  
the PYTHON P 02: 
1.  Shortening of the braking path by around 33 % = shorter 

arresting path. This means that the rope protection can also 
be used even at lower working heights. 

2.   Low impact force, optimum absorption curve across the entire 
braking path.  

3.  Static strength of the overall product 22.0 kN.
4.   Very high shock absorption capacity: A PYTHON P 02 achieves 

absorption outputs for up to 3 consecutive falls.  
This is the greatest safety reserve for the rescue or the return 
after a fall.

5.  Tested and certified for horizontal use and for edge loads.
6.   Easy handling: No annoying shock absorber package, instead 

it is slim across the entire length.  
7.   No textile parts that are sensitive to climatic conditions such 

as Dyneema or untreated fibres made polyethylene. Therefore 
no irreversible change caused by contact heat (attachment to 
heating pipes etc.) or longer storage periods in places where 
heat can accumulate (containers, cars etc.). 

8.  Fall load is easily recognisable to inexperienced users.  
9.   Y-shaped shock absorber lines with 2 strands can be used 

without limitation in terms of strength or use.   
10.   Attachment point encircled with the shock absorber line is 

possible without limitation.
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Application
Used as a fall-arrest-system when working in exposed situations (e.g. 
securing when window cleaning, climbing from vertical fall-arrest-system 
equipment on rooftops etc.). Ideally suited for use in rough operating con-
ditions with large mechanical loads.

Equipped with
• Special fall-absorbing woven fabric (patent registered)
• Sewn end connections with wear protection
• Protective sheath across entire length
• Self-locking safety hook FS 51 for attachment to the body harness
•  Self-locking scaffold hook FS 90 for attachment to the building
• Label pouch

Fall impact measuring chart

Shock absorber line PYTHON P 02
EN 355 / CE 0158         Art. No.
P 02 / FS 90  1,0 m        305 171
P 02 / FS 90  1,5 m        305 172
P 02 / FS 90  2,0 m       305 173 

Small arresting path (brake path) thanks to efficient 
fall absorption (normal fall 100 kg, fall factor 2.0).

Shock absorber line   
PYTHON P 02
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Shock absorber BFD

Shock absorbers have become state-of-the-art. They regulate the 
intensity of the fall impact during a fall and absorb it to a physio-
logically acceptable level up to a limit value of maximum 6 kN.

Shock absorbers work by dispersing the fall energy by means of 
ripping. They comprise woven textile material and disperse the 
fall energy by ripping the interweaving.

Shock absorber and shock absorber ropes offer  
important advantages:
• Compact (max. 2 m length)
• Low weight
• Clearly reproducible absorption technology
•  Protection against damp and soiling thanks to the rubber 

sheath or shrink hose  
• They are not impeded by loops etc.
• Fall load is clearly visible
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Shock absorber rope BFD PROFI
EN 355 / CE 0158         Art. No. 
BFD S 16 / FS 90  1,0 m       305 131
BFD S 16 / FS 90  1,5 m      305 132
BFD S 16 / FS 90  2,0 m      305 133

Shock absorber rope BFD PROFI-tec
EN 355 / CE 0158         Art. No.
BFD KS 12 / FS 90  1,0 m       305 221
BFD KS 12 / FS 90  1,5 m      305 222
BFD KS 12 / FS 90  2,0 m      305 223
BFD KS 12 / FS 51  1,0 m      305 218
BFD KS 12 / FS 51  1,5 m      305 219
BFD KS 12 / FS 51  2,0 m      305 220

Application
For continuous securing of movements on ladders (vertical ladders with-
out vertical fall-arrest-system, lattice masts etc.) or horizontal in steel 
constructions (lattice mast jibs, steel constructions etc.).

Optionally, always 1 karabiner is anchored to the construction. This means 
that attachment points for horizontal lifelines or pipes can also be passed.

Shock absorber rope BFD-Y PROFI-tec
EN 355 / CE 0158         Art. No.
BFD Y KS 12 / FS 90 1,0 m      305 235
BFD Y KS 12 / FS 90 1,5 m      305 224

Shock absorber ropes BFD-Y 
 

Shock absorber ropes BFD
 

Application
For securing in areas prone to collapse with low action radius (e.g.  
window cleaner, climbing from vertical fall-arrest-system equipment  
on platforms, use of attachment equipment with horizontal lifelines etc.).   
 
The ropes are tested and approved for horizontal use and over edges. 
Steps must be taken to prevent cut injuries.

Equipped with
•  BFD components with woven energy-dissipating webbing and end-stop. 

Sturdy protection sheath
•  Safety hook FS 90 or FS 51 or FS 70 (swivel) 

All hooks in steel with high strength and buckling resistance
•  Kernmantel rope PRO FI-tec (12.0 mm diameter) with very strong sewn 

BORNACK rope end connections or in the PROFI twisted rope (16.0 mm 
diameter) variant

PROFI-tec KS 12

PROFI S 16
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Fall-arrest-device 
FALLSTOP® BK 

The FALLSTOP® BK fall-arrest-device is a product that has been  
continuously further developed. It is one of the first rope shorten-
ing devices in the world that has proven its worth in more than 
300,000 units. For more than 30 years it has set the standard and 
still does today.  

Ergonomic and innovative design. The patent-protected safety 
functions are hidden inside. 

Functions:
•  Easy maintenance-free mechanism without screws or springs
•  Very strong forged parts made of a special corrosion-resistant 

aluminium alloy  
• Swivel lever for freehand control of the sliding function
•  Triple safety redundancy for triggering the blocking function: 

rope friction + swivel lever + initial spring – each of these  
functions alone is sufficient to effect the arresting function

•  Impact force absorption through defined rope friction between 
the specially formed clamping rings and the rope

The FALLSTOP® BK fall-arrest-device is highly suitable for inexperi-
enced users. Wrong operation is practically excluded. The device  
is tightly connected to the safety rope, it cannot be positioned on 
the rope the wrong way round and cannot be lost. 
It has a permanently integrated shock absorber that cannot be 
deactivated during use. 
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Application
•  Sliding fall protection when working with vertical movements (assembly 

work, ascending / descending masts, ladders etc.)
• Positioning on exposed work sites (e.g. on sloped roofs, masts etc.)
•  Restraint on dangerous falling edges by means of exact adaptation of 

the rope length (e.g. on flat roofs, platforms etc.)
• Suitable and tested for horizontal use 

Function
When ascending and descending the device slides at the same time. On 
roofs, the rope length adjustment feature manually positions the device: 
shortening = rope is pulled tight / lengthening = unlock the clamp lever.

When taut, the rope brake clamps. In the event of a fall, the device arrests 
the person safely and limits the fall impact force to less than 6.0 kN. An 
additional shock absorber is not required.

Equipped with
•  Kernmantel special rope PRO FI-tec 12.0 mm, 16.0 mm or twisted safety 

rope PROFI 16.0 mm
•  With special BORNACK stitched seam end connection with safety hook 

FS 51 (optional a separate hook)
•  Rope shortening device / shock absorber FALLSTOP ® BK with connection 

strap and connector FS-51
• End-stop of the rope

Fall-arrest-device FALLSTOP® BK PROFI-tec
EN 353-2 / CE 0158         Art. No.
BK KS 12   3,0 m       301 043 
BK KS 12   5,0 m       301 044
BK KS 12  10,0 m       301 045 
BK KS 12  15,0 m       301 046
BK KS 12   20,0 m       301 047
BK KS 12  25,0 m       301 048
BK KS 12  30,0 m       301 049

For a surcharge, also available with FS 90 

Fall-arrest-device FALLSTOP® BK PROFI
EN 353-2 / CE 0158         Art. No.
BK S 16    5,0  m       301 024
BK S 16    10,0  m       301 025
BK S 16    15,0 m       301 026
BK S 16    20,0  m       301 027
BK S 16    25,0 m       301 028
BK S 16   30,0  m       301 029

Fall-arrest-device
FALLSTOP® BK 
 

PROFI-tec KS 12

PROFI S 16
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Fall-arrest-device 
ROPSTOP 3  

The perfect fall-arrest-device for permanent professional use and 
use in extreme conditions (weather, dirt etc.).

The device is hinged and can be placed or removed anywhere 
along the rope. This means it is possible to combine the device 
with various rope lengths or persons one after another to allow 
climbing on a taut climbing rope.
The ROPSTOP 3 can be used on both twisted ropes and kernman-
tel ropes.

The fastener mechanism is secured in a unique fashion: twin-lock 
bayonet fastener that can be operated quickly and easily  
with just one hand. The ROPSTOP device locks automatically to 
close. No additional screw locks that could be forgotten. 
Safety: In the event of a fall, an eccentric tappet clamps the  
securing rope and arrests the user safely. 
Ergonomics: A separate shock absorber limits the impact force 
and thereby minimises the risk of injury. The shock absorber  
can be integrated as a connection between the fall-arrest-device 
and arrester D-ring on the body harness or in the mounts of the 
guide rope. 
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Fall-arrest-device  
ROPSTOP 3 
 

Fall-arrest-device 
ROPSTOP 3 with BFD
 

Fall-arrest-device ROPSTOP 3 PROFI-tec / PROFI with BFD 
EN 353-2, EN 355         Art. No.
Fall-arrest-device ROPSTOP 3 with BFD FS 50  302 010
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12    5 m 302 080
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12    10 m 302 081
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12    15 m 302 082
 

Securing rope RS PROFI S 16     5  m 302 024 
Securing rope RS PROFI S 16     10 m 302 025
Securing rope RS PROFI S 16    15 m 302 026

Other rope lengths and PROFI-tec KS 16 on request

Fall-arrest-device ROPSTOP 3 PROFI-tec / PROFI
EN 353-2, EN 355         Art. No.
Fall-arrest-device ROPSTOP 3       302 007
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12 with BFD  5 m 302 059
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12 with BFD  10 m 302 060
Securing rope RS PROFI-tec KS 12 with BFD  15  m 302 061
 

Securing rope RS PROFI S 16 with BFD   5  m 304 034 
Securing rope RS PROFI S 16 with BFD   10 m 304 035
Securing rope RS PROFI S 16 with BFD   15 m 304 036

Other rope lengths and PROFI-tec KS 16 on request

Application
•  Highly suited as a sliding fall protection feature during ascending 

(assembly work, masts, ladders etc.)

Rope variants
• Kernmantel PROFI-tec 12.0 mm with BFD
• Kernmantel PROFI-tec 16.0 mm with BFD in signal colour
• Twisted safety rope PROFI 16.0 mm with BFD
• BFD in special BORNACK-puncture stitch, sewn or spliced
• End connection with safety hook FS 51 (optional another hook)
• End-stop of the rope

Device variants
• ROPSTOP 3 in very strong and corrosion-proof steel

Application
• Highly suited for horizontal use. (e.g. on flat roofs, on platforms etc.)
• Suitable and tested for use over edges. Observe cut protection

Rope variants
• Kernmantel PROFI-tec 12.0 mm with BFD
• Kernmantel PROFI-tec 16.0 mm with BFD in signal colour
• Twisted safety rope PROFI 16.0 mm with BFD
•  In special BORNACK-puncture stitch sewn end connection or spliced end 

connection with safety hook FS 51 (optional another hook)
• End-stop of the rope

Device variants
•  ROPSTOP 3 in very strong and corrosion-proof steel
• With shock absorber

PROFI-tec KS 12

PROFI-tec KS 12

PROFI S 16

PROFI S 16
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The MANUSTOP positioning lanyard is a proven tool for work positioning 
at heights. Attached on both sides of the safety harness and slung in a 
U-shape around the construction element, it allows the user to work with 
both hands whilst maintaining a good and secure stance. Using the 
MANUSTOP rope shortening allows the rope lengths to be adapted individ-
ually and steplessly to meet requirements. The special design allows sin-
gle-handed length adjustment.
The MANUSTOP positioning lanyards are equipped with a ring and a 
secured safety hook or a double scaffold hook thereby facilitating secure 
but fast handling. 

Application
Retention and positioning in exposed elevated positions (e.g. when  
working in lattice masts, steel constructions etc.).

Function
•  Shortening the rope: pull on free rope end
•  Lengthening the rope: Unlock the MANUSTOP device by pressing the 

button and leaning back carefully. The device blocks automatically.

Equipped with
•  Kernmantel special rope PROFI-tec 12.0 mm, 16.0 mm or twisted safety 

rope PROFI 16.0 mm
•  In special BORNACK-puncture stitch sewn end connection with safety 

hook FS 51
•  Rope shortening device MANUSTOP MS 12 or MS 16 with dual snaphook 

or mountaineering karabiner with screw fastener, steel
• Rope protector, can be detached and shortened
• End-stop of the rope

Positioning lanyard  
MANUSTOP MS
 

Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS with snap
EN 358 / CE 0158         Art. No
Lanyard MS PROFI-tec KS 12  1,5 m    304 212
Lanyard MS PROFI-tec KS 12  2,0 m   304 213
 

Lanyard MS PROFI S 16   1,5 m    304 021
Lanyard MS PROFI S 16   2,0 m   304 022
 

Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS with ring
EN 358 / CE 0158         Art. No
Lanyard MS PROFI-tec KS 12  1,5 m    304 012 
Lanyard MS PROFI-tec KS 12  2,0 m   304 013
 

Lanyard MS PROFI S 16   1,5 m    304 002
Lanyard MS PROFI S 16   2,0 m   304 003

PROFI-tec KS 12 with ring
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In combination with a body harness with positioning D-rings on the sides 
or a positioning belt, the BOA 01 pole lanyard serves to secure persons 
working on wooden masts. The fall-arrest-device was developed in coop-
eration with the DEUTSCHE TELEKOM by experts for experts, and helps 
successfully to prevent tragic falls. In contrast to other previously used 
securing systems, the BOA pole lanyard prevents slipping and therefore a 
fall from the wooden mast. 

Application
Securing persons working on wooden masts, concrete masts, steel tube 
masts or on trees. 

Function 
The BOA 01 pole lanyard surrounds the mast with its lanyard and the 
clamp-strap in an interlocking manner and tightens as loads are exerted. 
This guarantees a secure work position and arresting of the user in the 
event of slipping or a fall.

Equipped with
• Rope shortening device MANUSTOP MS 12 with dual snaphook
• Kernmantel special rope PROFI-tec 12.0 mm
• Clamp-strap with non-slip rubber coating
• Forged 8-attachment loop (for the clamp-strap)
•  In special BORNACK-puncture stitch sewn end connection with safety 

hook FS 51

Application information
The standard version of the BOA pole lanyard is suitable for tele - 
communications masts or overhead line pylons in compliance with DIN 
48350 (or masts with similar dimensions and surface friction).

Pole lanyard BOA 01 
EN 358 / CE 0158         Art. No
Pole lanyard BOA  2,0 m     304 046

Other dimensions on request

Pole lanyard BOA 01
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Abseiling and positioning system 
DRD 60 with dual rope technology

DRD 60 system allows the user to reach elevated work sites that 
are difficult to access. The work position is retained automatically. 

In similar procedures, the usual additional securing rope slides 
separately at the same time. In serious cases this can lead to 
extremely long arresting paths of up to 5.0 m and more. This 
poses a serious risk of hitting the ground. The special feature of 
the DRD 60 technology is that the second securing rope, also  
as a load-bearing rope, is also used and runs through the device  
and is therefore pre-expanded. The result is a much shorter 
arresting path in an emergency. More safety for the user.

The ‘double-stop’ technology means that the device has an  
integrated panic backup feature. 

The system was jointly developed with the DEUTSCHE TELEKOM 
for simple inspection tasks on steel constructions. This means 
that tough sections and those that are difficult to secure can  
be completed easily and very safely with the DRD 60 system.

The DRD 60 system is fully integrated into the DEUTSCHE  
TELEKOM rescue concept and included in the standard delivery. 
Designated training is required before using the DRD 60  
positioning system. 

If you are interested, please contact  
BORNACK FALLSTOP® TRAINING.

1.   Autostop function when release
2.   Controlled descent speed in neutral 

position  

3.  Stop position when pressed 

Stop
Go

Stop

3
2

1
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Equipped with 
Very stable, closed casing frame in steel plate. The brake cams can be 
swivelled out separately to insert the rope. 
Two separate brake levers (a separate brake for each rope), that can be 
coupled to a detachable knurled screw to allow simple and separate  
control of the individual ropes in special cases. Integrated special steel 
karabiner with inverse opening mechanism and automatic fastener lock. 
Screw lock which prevents critical transverse stress on the karabiner.  
A pulley can be integrated into the additional D-ring at the upper end  
for special applications.

• Suitable kernmantel ropes with 11.0 – 12.0 mm
•  Tested and certified with the BORNACK rope PROFI-tec 12.0 mm  

(other rope types on request)

Performance
•  Maximum rope work 7,500,000 joule
• Maximum allowed useful load 300 kg at an abseiling height of 100 m 
 

Twin rope DRD 60 with redundant mount

Abseiling and positioning system DRD 60
EN 341-A / CE 0123        Art. No.
Abseiling and positioning device DRD 60     771 060

Twin rope for DRD 60       Art. No.
Twin rope   20 m      372 071
Twin rope   30 m      372 072
Twin rope   60 m      372 073
Twin rope   100 m      372 074

Abseiling and positioning 
system DRD 60
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Fall-arrester-systems in compliance with EN 353-1 serve to secure 
climbing paths and are usually permanently installed.  
BORNACK has a wide range of vertical fall-arrest-system devices 
comprising the fall-arrest-device and associated guide rails or  
vertical ladders with integrated guide rails.
The BORNACK fall-arrester-systems stand out thanks to their  
special use-related properties, their durability and natural high 
level of safety:  
• All pulleys have ball bearings
• Tracking wheels for low-friction climbing
• Hoist limitation to achieve a low impact force
•  Cardan joint in stainless steel with safety hook  

(optional: swivel hook)
•  All joints with dust-proof slide bearings or enclosed ball 

 bearings
•  No impact force absorption by means of deformation or 

destruction. The arrested person can continue the climb until 
the next safe level. 

Fall-arrest-system RAILSTOP RS 

Fall-arrest-device RAILSTOP RS-H 03
EN 353-1 / CE 0158        Art. No.
Fall-arrest-device RS-H 03       361 001

Fall-arrest-device for vertical fall-arrest ladders and guide rails of  
the RAILSTOP-H-series: I-shaped guide rail in anodised aluminium or  
hot-galvanised steel. Compatible to original FE- vertical fall-arrest ladders 
(please order the separate catalogue).
The fall-arrest-device is blocked in the rail by means of friction engage-
ment (clamping of the eccentric brake) on the rail flange.
This creates a stepless fast reaction with short arresting paths.

Fall-arrest device 
RAILSTOP RS-H 03
 

29 mm

54 mm

63
 m

m
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Fall-arrest-device RAILSTOP RS-S 05 fall-control
EN 353-1 / CE 0158.08        Art. No.
Fall-arrest-device RS-S 05       361 065

Application
Fully redundant fall-arrest-device with dual lock for vertical fall-arrest lad-
ders and guide rails of the RAILSTOP-S-series: C-shaped guide rails in hot-
galvanised steel (please order the separate catalogue).
Securing in the event of a fall: The safety catch of the fall-arrest-device 
blocks by clicking into position in the stop catch. Preventive securing: If the 
user loses control of his upper body because he becomes unconscious or as 
a result of the fall, the second additional safety catch locks immediately 
and prevents the body tipping over. The system blocks when the upper 
body exerts a horizontal tug, no fall speed is necessary for this.

Information about the application
Use with a body harness with vertical fall-arrest D-ring at hip height and 
an additional D-ring at check height. The system can be retrofitted inex-
pensively to existing BORNACK vertical fall-arrest rails or rails with the 
same profile.

Fall-arrest-device RAILSTOP 
RS-S 05 fall-control
 

Fall-arrest-device RAILSTOP RS-S 05 with dual safety catch

For more information, please see our RAILSTOP vertical fall-arrest systems brochure

50 mm

24 mm

30 m
m
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SETP slings are extremely sturdy and protected against all influencing fac-
tors thanks to a special protection technology. This means they are suita-
ble for heavy duty applications (intermediate securing by the lead climber, 
swivel point or attachment), and can be used on a sharp-edged steel pro-
file or pipes in chemical operations.

•  Breaking strength 40.0 kN (requirement of the standard = 10.0 kN)
• Kevlar sheath against cut damage (sharp edge test)
• Protection against the effect of high temperatures 
• Polyester sheath against mechanical wear and UV
• Neoprene coat to prevent chemical impact 

Break load:   40 kN – dynamic test
Model:    with sewn-in steel karabiner with screw fastener
Usable length:  75 cm / 135 cm / 200 cm

Anchorage-rope SETP
EN 795-B, EN 354 / CE 0123       Art. No.
Anchorage sling SETP 75 cm     742 014
Anchorage sling SETP 135 cm     742 016
Anchorage sling SETP 200 cm     742 015
 

Anchorage-rope SETP SETP
EN 795 B, EN 354 / CE 0123       Art. No.
Anchorage-rope SETP SETP  150 cm     742 090

On request, also available with safety hook with Twistlock-fastener
and Twistlock-plus fastener (three-way lock) 

The PROtec band loops made of high quality polyamide straps are an  
integral part of all basic equipment used to create anchors for rope  
protection.

PROtec Standard
Strap width:   19 mm 
Breaking strength: 25 kN

Dynamic test in accordance with EN 795.

Band loops PROtec
EN 795 B, EN 354 / CE 0123       Art. No. 
Band loops PROtec  30 cm     742 103
Band loops PROtec  60 cm     742 106
Band loops PROtec  80 cm     742 108
Band loops PROtec  100 cm     742 110
Band loops PROtec  120 cm     742 113
Band loops PROtec  150 cm     742 115
Band loops PROtec  200 cm     742 120

The band loops are available in the colours red (Art. No.-r),
white (Art. No.-w), green (Art. No.-g), brown (Art. No.-b) and
black (Art. No.-s).

Pattern SETP slings

Anchorage equipment SETP
 

Band loops PROtec
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Modern and sturdy safety ropes with 
• Safety hook FS 51 in steel
• Thimble
• Loop 

PROFI-tec
Kernmantel rope 12 mm or 16 mm with very strong BORNACK rope end 
stitching.

PROFI
Twisted rope 16 mm with spliced end connection.

Application
As connectors or as slings when using rope protection.

Connectors with safety hook FS 51 / thimble
EN 354 / CE 0158         Art. No.
Connectors PROFI-tec KS 12 10 m    307 021
Connectors PROFI-tec KS 12 15 m    307 022
Connectors PROFI-tec KS 12 20 m    307 023
Connectors PROFI-tec KS 12 25 m    307 024
 

Connectors PROFI S 16   10 m   307 011
Connectors PROFI S 16   15 m   307 012
Connectors PROFI S 16   20 m   307 013
Connectors PROFI S 16   25 m   307 014

For a surcharge, also available with safety hook FS 90 

Connectors Short ropes
EN 354      Art. No.  Art. No.  Art. No.
      A   B   C
PROFI-tec KS 12 1,5 m 342 032
PROFI-tec KS 12 2,0 m 342 033 
PROFI S 16  1,5 m 342 010  342 021  342 019
PROFI S 16  2,0 m 342 011  342 051

PROFI-tec KS 16 short ropes available on request

A Loops on both sides
B Thimbles on both sides
C Loop on one side, thimble on the other side 

Connectors 
 

Connectors with safety hook

Short rope
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48  Self retractable lanyards
49  Self retractable lanyards REBEL
49  Self retractable lanyards BLOCKSTOP
51   Load pulley LA 100 CC
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Self retractable  
lanyards
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Self retractable lanyards allow great freedom of movement and 
are therefore used as connectors if movements with as little 
restriction as possible need to be secured. It is not permitted to 
use them on bulk goods or other media in which the user can 
sink!  

Similar to a safety belt in a car, the connector can be pulled out 
of the casing and blocks when tugged (tug speed greater than 
approx. 1.5 m/s).

A spring keeps the connector taut. When retracting, the self 
retractable lanyard rewinds the connector again and prevents 
slack. In the event of a fall, the device blocks and arrests the user. 
An integrated shock absorber system with a slip coupling limits 
the impact force to less than 6.0 kN.

Use
•  Stationary maintenance on road and rail vehicles: the self 

retractable lanyard remains permanently attached in a rail guide 
•  Horizontal movements, e.g. material transport on a flat roof or 

unsecured platform  
• Vertical movements, e.g. climbing on steel constructions
• Redundant securing for special requirements
• Regular maintenance on / above system parts
• Securing in high-rack warehouse

Self retractable lanyards
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Self retractable lanyards with weight-optimised plastic casing with  
ergonomic handle. Very strong zinc-plated special wire rope and  
centrifugal lock with slip coupling or with textile strap with sewn  
end connection and safety hook.

Self retractable lanyard REBEL
EN 360 / CE 0086        Art. No.
HSG REBEL   3 m  strap       621 004 
HSG REBEL   6 m  strap       621 011
HSG REBEL  10 m wire rope      621 210
HSG REBEL  15 m wire rope      621 215
HSG REBEL  20 m wire rope      621 220
HSG REBEL  25 m wire rope      621 225
HSG REBEL  30 m wire rope      621 230

Self retractable lanyard 
REBEL
 

Highly sturdy and durable self retractable lanyards with steel rope and 
attachment D-ring with swivel. Thick-walled aluminium casing with 
milled sealing surfaces prevents dirt entering and is also suitable for 
rough conditions on building sites. 

Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP industry
EN 360 / CE 0086        Art. No.
HSG BS 10.2 industry  10 m     321 310
HSG BS 15.2 industry  15 m     321 315

Self retractable lanyard 
BLOCKSTOP industry
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Very small, compact self retractable lanyard with textile strap and exter-
nal shock absorber. This can be attached to the person (on the harness) 
and is therefore ideal for working at temporary levels e.g. platforms, scaf-
folds.

Suitable for horizontal use over falling edges thanks to cut-resistant 
Dyneema strap.

Self retractable lanyard, very lightweight, weighing just 1.1 kg and  
external shock absorber. Equipped with textile strap made of  
cut-resistant Dyneema.

Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP mini
EN 360 / CE 0158         Art. No.
HSG BS mini 1,65 m     321 191 

Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP lite
EN 360 / CE 0088        Art. No.
HSG BS lite 3.0 3,0 m      321 180
HSG BS lite 6.0 6,0 m     321 181

Self retractable lanyard
BLOCKSTOP mini
 

Self retractable lanyard 
BLOCKSTOP lite
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Ergonomic material transportation. Work rationalisation: no second  
person required for transport tasks. Deflection roller with return stop for 
secure lifting and lowering of tools and materials to elevated assembly 
workplaces. The automatic centrifugal lock allows positioning of the load 
at any required work position and prevents uncontrolled falls. 
Breaking strength: over 10 kN. 

Use
•  Manual material transport up to 50 kg (if necessary with pulley roller)  

on ladders, in steel constructions, on platforms etc. 

Equipped with
 • Load pulley LA 100 with centrifugal lock
• Karabiner to hook on the load pulley
• Rope handle to facilitate pulling of larger loads 
•  Non-elastic kernmantel rope 10.0 mm with end connection and  

karabiner

Optional accessories
•  Swing jib, can be attached to scaffold pipes D = 50.0 mm 

(useful load max. 100 kg)
•  Support pipe, H = 2.0 m, with 2 scaffold clamps for clamping to  

scaffolds, railings etc. Load pulley LA 100        Art. No.
complete with 20 m rope       322 401
each with an additional 10 m of rope     322 411
Jib             322 404
Standpipe           322 405

Delivery scope without gibbet

Load pulley LA 100
 

Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP with rescue lift  
EN 360 / EN 1496 / CE 0120      Art. No.
HSG BS Hub    15 m       321 415

Self retractable lanyard 
BLOCKSTOP with rescue lift
 

Self retractable lanyard with integrated rescue device. In addition to the 
fall protection, this device offers the possibility of lifting a person hanging 
in the rope. Highly suited for working shafts and tanks.

Function
 • Arresting
• Rescue

Accessories
Attachment bracket for the PROMAN tripods D 300 and D 1000
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54  Safety hooks
58  Telehooks
59  Scaffold hooks
60  Anchorage devices
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Carabiners 
and accessories 
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Single-handed safety hook. Automatically secured lock.
Optional: also with screw lock (triple lock)

Model:      steel, nickel-plated
Breaking strength:   23 kN
Opening diameter:   20 mm

Safety hook FS 51
EN 362 / CE 0158         Art. No. 
Safety hook FS 51        341 002
Additional screw lock        341 012

Single-handed safety hook. Automatically secured lock.
The larger model allows easy single-handed operation even when 
wearing gloves. Suitable for attachment to crampons.

Model:      steel, nickel-plated
Breaking strength:   26 kN
Opening diameter:   23 mm

Safety hook FS 51 
 

Safety hook FS 61 
 

Safety hook FS 61
EN 362 / CE 0158          Art. No.
Safety hook FS 61        341 003
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Single-handed safety hook. Automatically secured lock. Easy-running 
swivel to compensate cable twist etc.

Model:      steel, forged, nickel-plated
Breaking strength:   15 kN
Opening diameter:   25 mm

Single-handed safety hook. Automatically secured lock. Easy-running 
swivel to compensate cable twist etc. Safety hook with swivel is also easy 
to operate even when wearing heavy-duty gloves.

Model:      Aluminium, steel nickel-plated
      High-quality finish
Breaking strength:   20 kN
Opening diameter:   33 mm

Safety hook FS 70 
 

Safety hook FS 43 
 

Safety hook FS 70
EN 362 / CE 0158          Art. No. 
Safety hook FS 70        341 004

Safety hook FS 43
EN 362 / CE 0158        Art. No.
Safety hook FS 43       341 006
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Handy rustproof stainless steel karabiner. On request, also with twist-lock.

Model:      V4A Stainless Steel
Break load (3-σ values):  Closed: 22 kN
      Open: 12 kN
Transverse:     12 kN

Application
All application areas with a severe risk of corrosion e.g. in maritime areas.

Fastener variants
• Screw fastener
• Twistlock fastener

Special hook with Twistlock-plus fastener. Ideal for attachment to two-
part front arresting loops. Special heart shape prevents the karabiner slip-
ping.

Model:      Aluminium, anodised
Opening diameter:   22 mm

Fastener variants
• Twistlock fastener

D-Karabiner
EN 362 / CE 0320         Art. No.
D-Karabiner with screw fastener      749 010
D-Karabiner with Twistlock fastener     749 020 

Heart Light karabiner     
EN 12275:1998 /  CE 0639 / CE 0333   Art. No.
            740 250

D-Carabiner  
VA stainless steel
 

Heart Light carabiner
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For more safety hooks, please visit www.bornack.de

Very easy to operate, inexpensive steel karabiner, with careful finish.  
Quality screw fastener, no cheap parts.

Model:      steel, zinc-plated
Break load (3-σ values):  Closed: 25 kN
      Open: 12 kN
Transverse:     12 kN
Opening diameter:   18 mm

Application
For combining individual rope protection components to securing  
systems that are ready for use.

Oval karabiner
EN 362 / CE 0082         Art. No.
Oval karabiner screw fastener      341 007

Handy, very easy to operate, very strong steel karabiner, with extraordinar-
ily careful finish. Karabiner eye allows twist-proof attachment and non-
detachable integration into the securing ropes.

Model:      Highly strong steel, zinc-plated
Break load (3-σ values):  Closed: 45 kN
      Open: 25 kN
Transverse:     25 kN
Opening diameter:   19 mm

Application
For special strict requirements in terms of strength. Standard karabiner in 
air rescue.

ResQ DC Superstrong
EN 362 / CE 0320         Art. No.
Safety hook with screw fastener      741 910
Safety hook Twistlock fastener      741 920
Safety hook Twistlock-plus fastener     741 930

Oval carabiner
 

Safety hook  
ResQ DC Superstrong
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Self-locking safety hook. Unlocking with spare line. Handling with very 
lightweight aluminium telescopic rod. The FS 90-hook is inserted into the 
telescopic rod with an adapter; the rod can be withdrawn after the hook 
has been positioned. To dismantle, the telescopic rod can be reinserted 
from the base into the adapter again. The aluminium telescopic rod can 
be adjusted into a grid of 20 cm from 2.0 to 3.8 m.

Telehook FS 92 
See above, however with twin-lock safety hook with drag line for  
unlocking.

Opening width:  55.0 mm (FS 90) / 85 mm (FS 92)
Breaking strength:  27.0 kN (FS 90) / 22.0 kN (FS 92)

Telehook RH 120
EN 362 / CE 0158         Art. No.
Telehook RH 120 with Adapter      341 032
Aluminium telescopic rod RH 120     941 009
Adapter RH 120 EVU         341 059

Telehook FS          Art. No.
Telehook FS 90 with adapter       341 036
Telehook FS 92 with adapter       341 096
Aluminium telescopic rod FS 90 / 92    941 006

Self-locking safety hook. Unlocking by relieving the strain and rotating 
with the telescopic rod. Handling with large and sturdy aluminium tele-
scopic rod. The hook RH 120 is tightly inserted into the telescopic rod with 
the adapter.

Opening width RH 120:   120 mm
Breaking strength RH 120:  22.0 kN

The aluminium telescopic rod can be extended steplessly via clamps from 
2.0 to 5.3 m. Transport length: 2.0 m

An adapter to combine the RH 120 with insulated shift rods in the EVU 
area is available.

Telehook FS 90 / FS 92
 

Telehook RH 120 
 

FS 92FS 90
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Scaffold hook FS 90
EN 362 / CE 0158         Art. No.
Scaffold hook FS 90   341 005
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Safety hook with single-handed operation. Automatic secured locking. 
Very easy to operate safety hook with large opening width, highly suited 
for attachment to tubes and steel profiles.

Model:      steel, nickel-plated
Break load:     22 kN
Opening diameter:   88 mm

Surprisingly high strength – ultra-light. The GREIF-FIX achieves this effect 
by creating a positive lock around the attachment point.
Highly suitable for scaffolding builders or pipe constructions but also for 
all other applications where large round parts are available. Single-hand-
ed operation, even when wearing gloves.  

Model:      Special spring steel, very strong
Break load:     over 33 kN
Opening diameter:   88 –140 mm

Scaffold hook FS 90
 

Scaffold hook FS 92
 

Anchorage device GREIF-FIX
 

Scaffold hook FS 92
EN 362 / CE 0158          Art. No.
Scaffold hook FS 92       341 011

Anchorage device GREIF-FIX
EN 362 / CE 0158         Art. No.
Anchorage device GREIF-FIX   ∅ 80   342 001
Anchorage device GREIF-FIX    ∅ 100   342 002
Anchorage device GREIF-FIX    ∅ 140   342 003

Safety hook with single-handed operation. Automatic secured locking. 
Very easy to operate safety hook with large opening width, highly suited 
for attachment to scaffolding tubes etc. Very good flexural rigidity and 
extremely strong thanks to quality steel, however very lightweight.  

Model:      steel, forged, nickel-plated
Break load:     22 kN
Opening diameter:   55 mm
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Using the MC 01 device, it is possible to wind a securing rope directly or 
with a spare line around a part at a distance. The anchorage device is 
positioned using a telescopic aluminium rod. Because the anchorage 
device is only used to position the securing rope and is not used to 
assume any loads, the MC 01 device and the telescopic rod can be held in 
position with little weight. This considerably eases handling and allows it 
to be used for horizontal applications.

Model
The anchorage device MC 01 is available in 3 diameters or as a kit:
Opening widths 50 mm / 125 mm / 250 mm.

Anchorage device MC 01       Art. No.
Anchorage device MC 01   50 mm   341 061
Anchorage device MC 01   125 mm   341 062
Anchorage device MC 01   250 mm   341 063 
Anchorage device MC 01-Kit      341 065
Telescopic rod MC 01         341 064
Spare line for MC 01, 8 m, in small pouch    341 066

Anchorage device MC 01
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The attachable protection collar protects the securing rope in the  
hazardous area (on contact with parts).

Model
Extremely wear-resistant, tightly woven PES protection fabric with hook-
and-loop fastener and attachment D-ring. 

The steel plate bracket is positioned below the rope lying on sharp-edged 
parts on the building (roof edges etc.) and is secured with the spare line. 
The rings hold the rope in place.

Ausführung
Bracket made of stainless steel sheet metal with a large edge radius and 
extremely smooth rope-protecting surface. 4 or 2 guide brackets for up to 
3 ropes.

Edge protection  
collar
 

Edge protection bracket 
 

Edge protection collar       Art. No. 
Edge protection collar   1,0 m     743 010

Edge protection bracket       Art. No.
Edge protection bracket  4 guide bracket     743 104
Edge protection bracket  2 guide bracket     743 112
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E
64  Rescuing from the vertical fall-arrest-system
65  Abseiling rescue device FG 10 hybrid
66  Abseiling rescue device FG 9
68  Abseiling rescue device KE 10
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Abseiling and  
rescue devices 
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Initial situation ‘Emergency’: 

An unconscious person is hanging com-
pletely passively in the fall-arrest-device of 
an vertical fall-arrest ladder. There is a  
serious risk of an orthostatic shock that 
can lead to death very quickly.

As quickly as possible, the casualty 
•  must be freed from his suspended  

position
•  transported to a safe and easily  

accessible level (ideally the ground)
• first aid must be administered

To realise this effectively, it is imperative 
that the rescue measures are carried out 
immediately by the colleagues.

This is easier than it appears 
•  with the right tools (rescue equipment)
• with the right know-how (training)

This situation is just an example: 

On platforms, roofs, lattice masts, cranes 
etc. – everywhere where rope protection  
is used and rescue operations cannot be 
carried out with technical equipment.

Rescue without irreversible cutting of the 
rope.

The rescuer climbs upwards to the casualty  
with the rescue basket.

Lift the casualty using the lift function and  
relieve the vertical fall-arrest system so it can  
be disengaged.

Unconscious person is hanging in  
the vertical fall-arrest equipment.

The rescue equipment is suspended and  
secured at a position as high as possible  
above the casualty.

Position the casualty securely and control with 
the abseiling brake and lower down safely.  
Administer first aid.

Rescuing a casualty from  
fall arresting equipment
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Abseiling rescue device   
FG 10 hybrid
 

The multifunctional device among the rescue and abseiling devices with  
a completely hidden winch. The FG 10 Hybrid has a much broader range  
of application areas than a standard rescue and abseiling device. Thanks 
to the optional ratchet that can be attached, it is also very easy to lower 
2 persons over several metres.
If the casualty needs to be lifted slightly to relieve the securing rope /  
system, this can be realised conveniently and quickly via the hand wheel. 
The abseiling speed can be simply controlled either by hand or with the 
rope. Thanks to the defined maximum abseiling speed, the FG 10 hybrid 
can also be used for swing rappelling, e.g. when evacuating several per-
sons. The abseiling process can be stopped to position oneself or another 
person.

Function
• Abseiling up to 160 m
• Swing rappelling possible
• Lowering / lifting up to 6 m
• Max. 2 persons

Equipped with
• Abseiling brake FG 10 with karabiner for attachment
• Lifting equipment (crank drive with hand wheel and telescope ratchet)
• Rescue rope with sewn BORNACK end connection and karabiner
• Karabiner with fastener lock
• Telescopic ratchet for ascending
• Colour coding facilitates handling in emergencies
• Weatherproof rucksack in ergonomic shape

Accessories
• Securing ropes, each 10.0 m 

Optional
• Arresting / rescue harness (e.g. FS-1 ECO – FS-4 T)
        

Abseiling rescue device FG 10 hybrid
EN 341-A / EN 1496 / CE 0158      Art No.
Abseiling rescue device FG 10 hybrid  373 100
Rope each 10 m  373 110

NEW
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Abseiling brake FG 9 Standard without accessories as a simple escape 
device for abseiling oneself from the danger zone. Also ideal for fast and 
secure evacuation of several persons consecutively via swivel rappelling.

Function
• Abseiling up to 300.0 m
• Swing rappelling possible

Equipped with
• Abseiling brake FG 9 with karabiner for attachment
•  Rescue rope 9.0 mm with sewn end connections and karabiner  

with Twistlock fastener on the ends

Optional
• Rescue harness RG 01
• Arresting / rescue harness (e.g. FS-1 – FS-4 T)

Abseiling rescue device   
FG 9 Standard
 

The BORNACK FG 9 abseiling rescue device has a high-perfor-
mance brake and is therefore highly suitable for longer abseiling 
heights and permanent loads as a result of several swing rappel-
ling processes.

The automatically controlled braking with a constant lowering 
speed of 0.7 m/s is effected with centrifugally-controlled brake 
pads in a brake drum.  

These FG 9-devices have been fitted into this equipment for over 
15 years and have proven themselves many thousands of times 
over.  

The separate casing for the brake and gears offers significant 
safety benefits compared to similar devices. The exposed driving 
wheel allows permanent visual inspection, especially when lifting 
the person. No dirt is able to enter the gears or the brake drum 
from the rope.

Abseiling rescue device FG 9

Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Standard
EN 341-A / CE 0158        Art. No.
Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Standard    373 041
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The abseiling device FG 9 Lift allows a casualty to be lifted upwards over  
a small distance via a crank drive. This can be used to lift or relieve the 
casualty to take the strain off the rope protection.

Function
• Abseiling up to 300.0 m
• Swing rappelling possible
• Limited ascending / lifting up to approx. 5.0 m
 
Equipped with
• Abseiling brake FG 9 with karabiner for attachment
•  Lifting equipment (crank drive with hinged handle and jam cleat  

for fixing the rope in place)
• Rescue rope with sewn BORNACK end connection and karabiner
• Karabiner with fastener lock
• Weatherproof rucksack in ergonomic form
• Rope clamp

Optional
• Arresting / rescue harness (e.g. FS-1 – FS-4 T)

The abseiling device FG 9 Lift Telekom also has a sturdy bracket in light 
aluminium that allows the rescue device to be clamped securely to a  
ladder or horizontal support without wobbling. Standard device of the 
DEUTSCHE TELEKOM AG.

Equipped with
• Abseiling brake FG 9 with karabiner for attachment
•  Lifting equipment (crank drive with hinged handle and jam cleat  

for fixing the rope in place)
• 200 m rescue rope with sewn BORNACK end connection and karabiner
• Ladder bracket permanent attached to FG 9 
• MANUSTOP securing rope for redundant securing
• Weatherproof device rucksack 90 l

Optional: Expansion kit ‘platform rescue’ 
• Rope clamp
• Edge protection bracket with guide bracket and securing line
• Rope positioning lever
• PRO-tec band loop 150 cm
• 7x karabiners with fastener lock
• Rope roller, hinged
• Material bag

Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Telekom
EN 341-A, EN 1496 / CE 0158      Art. No.
Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Telekom    373 050
Safety rope each 10 m        306 010
Rope clamp FG 9 (for swing mode)     373 023
Expansion kit platform rescue       372 012

Abseiling rescue device  
FG 9 Lift
 

Abseiling rescue device  
FG 9 Lift Telekom
 

Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Lift
EN 341-A, EN 1496 / CE 0158      Art. No.
Abseiling rescue device FG 9 Lift     373 004

Expansion kit for  
platform rescue
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The abseiling rescue device BORNACK KE 10 is a professional system used to rescue persons from 
great heights. Thanks to its simple and clear design, the KE 10 has established itself in the market:
•  Sensitive braking, can be controlled from 0 to 1.0 m/sec. This allows careful circumvention of 

obstacles or passage through hatches.
• Very low manual braking force (approx. 5 – 10 % of the abseiling weight)
•  AUTO-STOP function: When the device is released, the abseiling process is interrupted auto-

matically  
• PANIC lock: When the control lever is erroneously overturned, the device also brakes
•  Kernmantel rope FALLSTOP ® 10.5 mm Top-Static with very large safety reserve: 30 % safer than 

similar devices with a rope of just 9.0 mm
• Very small packing volume and low weight
•  Open design allows simple checking. The user maintains absolute control over the abseiling 

process at all times. No hectic or panic resulting from fast turning parts. This is extremely 
important in rescue operations when stress levels are high and where there is a lack of routine.

Performance data KE 10:  Maximum abseiling height
       100.0 m / 1 person
       60.0 m / 2 persons (accompanied by rescuer)

The KE 10 St crane is a rescue system allowing the crane operator to abseil 
from a crane cab or a similar situation. 

Function
•  Escape device for self-abseiling 
• Rescue: passive abseiling of one person by a rescuer

Equipped with
•  Rope brake KE 10 St crane with karabiner
•  Rescue rope (kernmantel rope), 10.5 mm FALLSTOP ® Top-Static rope  

with very strong sewn end connection and Twistlock karabiner.  
Rope length 25.0 m

• Band loop for attachment the device around a larger part
• Rescue sit harness RG 01 with rubber braces
• Weather-protected storage box
• Operating instructions

Abseiling rescue device KE 10 St crane
EN 341 / CE 0158         Art. No. 
KE 10 St rope brake with karabiner, 10,0 m    372 001
Rescue rope, surcharge per m       372 031
Rescue harness          712 050
Storage box, weather-protected      972 021
Complete kit KE 10 St crane       372 006

Abseiling rescue device   
KE 10 St crane 
 

Abseiling rescue device KE 10
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The KE 10 Re rescue system is a universal piece of equipment for rescuing 
casualties, persons hanging in rope protection from ladders, from a roof 
or platform edge.

Function
• Relief (lift) a fallen person to release the rope protection
• Abseiling the person to safe ground

Equipped with
• Rope brake KE 10 Re with integrated rope roller for pulley
• Scaffold hook FS 90 with telehook 1.0 m and upper pulley-dual roller
• Lift device (pulley) 1:4. Tensile force approx. 25 kp
• Attachment strap with karabiner to the redundant lock
• Rucksack in ergonomic streamlined form

Expansion kit for platform/roof rescue
• Rope clamp
• Edge protection sheet with securing line
• Band loop 100 cm

Optional
•  Auxiliary rope 10.5 mm to control and steer the abseiling process from 

the ground (for large abseiling heights or obstacles)
• Device bag

Expansion kit for wooden mast rescue operations
• Tightening straps for attachment
• Karabiner and deflection roller
• Device bag

Rescue system KE 10 Re
CE 0158           Art. No.
KE 10 Re rope brake with integrated pulley     372 010 
and scaffold hook with telehook, 10.0 m
Rescue rope, complete with hook, surcharge per m  372 031 
Complete kit KE 10 Re 60.0 m incl. rucksack   372 015
Expansion kit for platform-rescue       372 012

Expansion kit for platform rescue

Rescue system  
KE 10 Re
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F
72  Door anchor TA 110
72   Beam anchor
72   Push anchor Steck-Fix
73   Horizontal lifeline AK-DA 01
73   Horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS
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Mobile anchorage 
devices 
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Mobile attachment point for attachment to a door without damaging  
the substance of the building. Adjustable attachment and turnbuckle  
for clamping into the door frame in an adequately strong wall.  
Maximum opening width 1100 cm. Suitable for one or two persons.

Door anchor TA 110
CE 0158           Art. No. 
            353 001

Mobile attachment point for 1 person for assembly work in steel construc-
tions. Lightweight aluminium design with plastic coated guide surfaces.  
It can be set out in a grid and adapted to the various steel construction 
profiles.

Mobile attachment point for 1 person in steel constructions. Self-locking 
catch for anchoring in boreholes. Passage opening in load-bearing steel 
profile ø 20.0 – max 30.0 mm, part thickness 6.0 – max. 30.0 mm. For 
temporary attachment points in steel construction assembly sites. Ideal 
for flange boreholes.

Door anchor TA 110
 

Beam anchor
 

Push anchor Steck-Fix
 

Beam anchor
CE 0158           Art. No. 
            853 005

Attachment D-ring Steck-Fix 
CE 0158           Art. No. 
            653 001
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Horizontal lifeline  
AK-DA 01
 

Horizontal lifeline  
AK-LEOS 01
 

Textile horizontal lifeline for temporary use on building sites etc. for 
attachment the rope protection. The horizontal lifeline is attached to suit-
able fixed points (strength at least 15.0 kN / end point and 8.0 kN per 
intermediate point).
Larger span widths can be divided up by means of strung karabiners as 
intermediate points to field widths of max. 6.0 m.

Equipped with
• Special securing rope, diameter 16 mm, with karabiner, L = 18.0 m
• Rope tensioning device with impact force absorption 
• 3 strung safety hooks for intermediate securing
• Device pouch

Application areas
• Working on flat roofs in combination with existing roof anchors
• Assembly work in steel constructions or on facades

The horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS 01 allows inexpensive and fast  
preparation of assembly sites for rope protection. The rope is simply  
tensioned between two adequately strong anchoring points.
Using the special manual tensioning device, the rope is adapted steplessly 
to each installation length and tensioned to the required level by means 
of a ratchet. It is not possible to reach a critical level of over-tension. The 
rope is prevented from returning and the tension is maintained even 
under load by means of a clamping cam. A very strong 16 mm thick poly-
amide rope with a kernmantel design offers advantages in handling with 
a large safety reserve. Due to the shock absorption capacity of this special 
rope design in combination with this tensioning device, no additional 
impact force absorption in the horizontal lifeline is required.

The horizontal lifeline can be freely spanned up to a length of 30.0 m.  
To limit the rope deflection and the load of a fall, it is advisable to limit 
the span widths to fields of 6.0 to 10.0 m. In this case, intermediate 
retaining points can be held in place with karabiners.

Use in connection with a fall-arrester connector (e.g. PYTHON) or with  
a length-adjustable fall-arrest-device.

Delivery complete in a Dry-Pack device pouch for heavy duty building 
sites. Attachment ends with safety hook with eye and Twistlock fastener.

Horizontal lifeline AK-DA 01
EN 795-C / CE 0158        Art. No. 
Horizontal lifeline AK-DA 01  13 m    353 402 
Horizontal lifeline AK-DA 01  18 m    353 405

Other rope lengths on request

Horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS 01 
EN 795-B and -C / CE 0158       Art. No. 
Horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS 01 KS 16 20 m  353 551-20
Horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS 01 KS 16 30 m  353 550-30
Horizontal lifeline AK-LEOS 01 KS 16 50 m  353 550-50

Other rope lengths on request
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G
76  Tripod D-series
77   Jib PM-series
78  Portable fall arrest post PM 10
78  Work seat
79  Rescue chute RR 01
80  Passenger winch PM W
81   Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP
81   Material winch PM MW
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Tripods, jibs and 
winches 
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Tripod D 300
 

Tripod D 1000
 

Expansion kit RT 1000
 

Tripod D 300
EN 795-B / CE 0158        Art. No.
Tripod D 300         376 177
Deflection roller          376 180
Bag D 300          376 215

Tripod D 1000
EN 795-B / CE 0158        Art. No.
Tripod D 1000         376 178
Deflection roller          376 180
Bag D 1000          376 223

Expansion kit RT 1000
EN 795 / CE 0158         Art. No.
RT 1000 Expansion kit        376 183
Weights holder for RT 1000      376 225

The tripods that are in a class of their own meet professional require-
ments for securing and rescue operations in confined spaces. Very strong, 
telescopic legs made of aircraft aluminium with plastic guides and pull-
out protection. Suitable for outdoor terrain and hall floors thanks to 
hinged feet. Steel head on request with up to 3 head deflector rollers 
(tested attachment points in the head for self-securing).

Technical data
Construction height  max. 220 cm
Opening diameter   max. 160 cm
Maximum load    300 kg
Packing length    160 cm
Weight      20 kg

Technical data
Construction height  max. 320 cm
Opening diameter  max. 225 cm
Maximum load    300 kg
Packing length    220 cm
Weight      30 kg 

Using the RT 1000, the Tripod D 1000 becomes a versatile and handy res-
cue device used to rescue persons over roof edges, sharp edges, cliffs, etc. 
The system is stabilised by counterweights (using vehicles, persons, 
weights etc.; at least 200 kg) or by attachment to a fixed point.

Tripod D 1000 with deflection roller
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Extreme jib PM 3500
 

Winch jib PM 2000
 

Jib for securing and rescuing in different abseiling positions by means of 
permanently mounted floor or wall brackets made of stainless steel with 
a plastic sheath inside. Therefore suitable for EX-areas.

Technical data
Jib       max. 110 cm
Maximum load    205 kg
Packing length    150 cm
Weight      25 kg
Heaviest single part  10 kg

Jib for securing and rescue operations in difficult to access places at a dis-
tance of up to 3.5 m.

Winch jib PM 2000
EN 1496 / EN 795-B / CE 0086      Art. No.
PM 2000 Winch jib         376 264
PM 2000 Floor bracket        376 241
PM 2000 Wall bracket        376 242
PM 2000 Standpipe        376 268

Extreme jib PM 3500
CE 0086          Art. No.
Extreme jib PM 3500        376 902 
T-foot            376 904
Fast exchange plate for winch      376 326

PM 2000 Floor bracket

PM 2000 Wall bracket
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Work seat          Art. No.
            375 032

Portable fall arrest post  
PM 10
 

Work seat
 

Versatile stationary multipurpose support made of lightweight aluminium. 

Use as an attachment point
•  For rope protection on flat roofs, platforms etc. for up to 3 persons at the 

same time
•  For entry and rescue (PM W passenger winch) on access openings, falling 

edges etc.

Technical data
Jib       max. 110 cm
Maximum load    205 kg
Packing length    150 cm
Weight      25 kg
Heaviest single part   10 kg

Expansion kit PM 10 for manhole
In combination with the expansion kit, the portable fall arrest post PM 10 
support can also be used as an attachment point for entering and rescue 
in manholes.

Comprising
•  Struts
• Sleeve with jib for winch
• Winch 17.0 m

Work seat for all BORNACK confined space systems for ascending and 
descending and also positioning in shafts, silos, tanks etc. Optimised har-
ness guidance, lap belt, settable foot supports and spacious tool bags.

Maximum load    140 kg
Weight      4.5 kg

Portable fall arrest post PM 10
EN 795, EN 1496 / CE 0158       Art. No.
Portable fall arrest post PM 10          376 019
PM 10 Expansion kit for manhole     376 026

PM 10 Expansion kit for manhole
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Rescue chute RR 01 
with horizontal jib
 

A system for fast and safe rescue of incapacitated persons from spaces 
with horizontal access without running the risk of personal injury.
To carry out work in upright tanks, e.g. repeated inner inspections, repairs, 
cleaning, assembly and dismantling parts, it is important that both the 
workers and also the materials can be brought inside the tank. This is why 
when the tank is being constructed, manholes are fitted at the required 
points in the walls. If a person becomes incapacitated as a result of an 
accident or health problem, the geometric shape of the tank makes res-
cue operations very time-consuming and risky if there is no suitable res-
cue system.

The rescue chute RR 01 simplifies and accelerates the rescue process con-
siderably, allows persons to be rescued in a supine position and signifi-
cantly reduces the risk of injury. The rescue chute comprises a curved 
chute element with a rope down the middle and a permanently attached 
anchorage plate with two attachment clamps for mounting to the man-
hole flange. The rescue chute protrudes into the tank meaning that the 
casualty can be lifted upwards with an adequate distance to the wall of 
the tank thereby avoiding abrasion wounds. A clamp attached to the rope 
of the rescue winch acts as an anchorage device before the head of the 
casualty reaches the chute, allowing the person to be turned onto his 
back. This person can then be pulled onto the rescue chute and moved 
into an ergonomic position from a vertical to a horizontal position. The 
head and shoulders of the person are manoeuvred into the manhole and 
can be easily pulled out by the rescuers.

Equipped with
• Chute element in a handmade aluminium construction
•  Clamping flange for manholes with a diameter of 500 – 600 mm and  

a manhole depth of up to 300 mm 

Other materials and dimensions available on request.

Rescue chute RR 01 with horizontal jib
EN 795-C / CE 0158        Art. No.
RR 01 Rescue chute         376 329
Horizontal jib          376 040
Passenger winch PM W 1010       376 169

Rope lengths on request
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Passenger winch PM W
 

Material winch PM MW
 

Specially developed winch to transport passengers with a hand crank and 
extensive control options. Particularly suited for moving into and rescuing 
from confined spaces.

Equipped with
•  Triple redundant braking system via three independent brake cams
• Emergency stop by means of centrifugal-operated over-speed control  
• Self-locking: activation of the friction brake at a force of just 4.5 kg
•  Digital use display (number of completed rotations) for secure compliance 

of the maintenance intervals 
• Brake pad wear display
• Model with 5 mm stainless steel wire rope (PM W 1010 - 1030)
• Model with 11 mm static textile rope running through (PM W 1100)

Use
•  Rescue (ascent by rope) of a casualty
• Rescue (ascent by rope) of a person from a danger zone
• Moving into confined spaces for inspection or fault-clearing

Technical data
Maximum load    225 kg
Weight without rope  14.5 kg

Material winch for loads up to 300 kg.

PM W Passenger winch
EN 1496           Art. No.
PM W 1010  max. 30 m      376 169
PM W 1020  max. 60 m      376 170
PM W 1030  max. 90 m      376 171
PM W 1100          376 173
 

Accessories
Attachment bracket for PM 2000     376 039
Attachment bracket for D 300      376 101
Attachment bracket for D 1000     376 179

Material winch PM MW       Art. No.
Material winch PM MW       376 204
Steel rope MW 15 15,0 m      376 206
Attachment bracket for D 300      376 227
Attachment bracket for D 1000     376 228

Attachment bracket 
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Self retractable lanyard
BLOCKSTOP with rescue lift
 

Self retractable lanyard with integrated rescue device. In addition to the 
fall protection, this device offers the opportunity to pull up a person hang-
ing in the rope via the lift function. It is particularly suited for moving into 
shafts and tanks. 
With the appropriate bracket, compatible with all BORNACK  
confined space systems securing and rescue devices.

Funktion
• Arresting
• Rescue

Technical data
Maximum load  136 kg
Weight     12 kg

Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP with rescue lift
EN 360, EN 1496 / CE 0120       Art. No.
HSG BS Hub   15 m       321 415
Attachment bracket for PM 2000     376 034
Attachment bracket for D 300      376 036
Attachment bracket for D 1000     376 038

Attachment brackets
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PPE sets 
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Securing system, for instance for building cleaners.

Comprising
• Body harness STRIPE basic
• Fall arrester rope BFD, length 1.5 m
• Scaffold hook FS 90
• Kernmantel rope 12.0 mm with very strong BORNACK end stitching
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Arresting

FALLSTOP® Set Mini        Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Mini PROFI-tec     391 111 
FALLSTOP® Set Mini PROFI      391 011

For a surcharge, all other FALLSTOP® harnesses are available in a set

FALLSTOP® Set Basic
 

Versatile securing system for maintenance and assembly.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-3 UNI
•  Rope shortening device / shock absorber FALLSTOP® BK with  

connection strap
• 10 m safety rope with very strong BORNACK end stitching
• Metal device case
• Operating instructions

Functions 
• Arresting
• Support
• Positioning on steep roofs etc.

FALLSTOP® Set Mini
 

FALLSTOP® Set Basic        Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Basic PROFI-tec     391 112
FALLSTOP® Set Basic PROFI      391 012

For a surcharge, all other FALLSTOP® harnesses are available in a set
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FALLSTOP® Set Special
 

Securing system for movement-intensive work / activities.

Comprising
• Body harness STRIPE basic click
• Self retractable lanyard REBEL 10 m
• Anchorage sling in SETP model
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Arresting

FALLSTOP® Set Spezial       Art. No..
            391 001

For a surcharge, all other FALLSTOP® harnesses are available in a set

FALLSTOP® Set Assembly       Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Assembly PROFI-tec    391 113
FALLSTOP® Set Assembly PROFI     391 013

For a surcharge, all other FALLSTOP® harnesses are available in a set

FALLSTOP® Set Assembly
 

Securing system specially for assembly work.

Comprising
• Body harness STRIPE comfort click-light
• Shock absorber line PYTHON P 02, length 1.5 m, with scaffold hook
• Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS S 16, 1.5 m
• Anchorage device GREIF-FIX 2
• Metal device case
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Arresting
• Positioning (U-shaped anchorage in steel constructions, masts etc.)
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FALLSTOP® Set Telekom
 

Securing system specially for the telecommunication field.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-4 T Comfort
•  Rope shortening device/ shock absorber FALLSTOP® BK with connection 

strap and 15 m kernmantel rope with sewn end connections and steel 
safety hook FS 51

• Fall arrester rope BFD KS 12, length 1.5 m, scaffold hook 
•Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS KS 12, 1.5 m
• SETP anchorage sling 0.75 m
• Metal device case
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Arresting on the mast
• Positioning (U-shaped anchorage) on a mast
• Restraining / arresting flat roof, platforms, sloped roof
• Fall arrester ladder access
• Rescue (with separate rescue device)

FALLSTOP® Set Telekom       Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Telekom PROFI-tec     391 114
FALLSTOP® Set Telekom PROFI      391 014

FALLSTOP® Set Energy
 

Securing system specially for energy suppliers. Climbing masts made of 
wood, concrete or metal.

Comprising
• Body harness STRIPE comfort click-light
• Shock absorber line PYTHON, length 1.5 m
• SETP anchorage sling 0.75 m
• Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS S 16, length 1.5 m
• Pole lanyard BOA for wooden masts
• Metal device case
• Operating instructions
    
Functions
• Arresting (mast, roof, jib etc.)
• Positioning (lattice mast, sloped roof, wooden mast, pipe pylon)
• Rescue (rescue device separate)

FALLSTOP® Set Energy       Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Energy PROFI-tec    391 122
FALLSTOP® Set Energy PROFI     391 022

For a surcharge, all other FALLSTOP® harnesses are available in a set
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FALLSTOP® Set  
Scaffolding 1 BFD-FLEX
 

Securing system specially for constructing scaffolding. The work length is 
maximum 2.5 m.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-2 ECO
• Rear D-ring extension
• BFD-FLEX
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Support
• Arresting

FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 1 BFD-FLEX
CE 0158           Art. No. 
           391 170

FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 2 BFD RETRAK
CE 0158           Art. No.
            391 173 

FALLSTOP® Set  
Scaffolding 2 BFD-RETRAK
 

Securing system specially for constructing scaffolding. The work length is 
maximum 2.5 m.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-2 ECO
• Rear D-ring extension
• BFD-RETRAK
• Device bag 
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Support
• Arresting
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FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 3 
HSG BS industry
 

Securing system specially for constructing scaffolding.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-2 ECO
• Rear D-ring extension
• Self retractable lanyard BLOCKSTOP industry
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Support
• Arresting

FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 3 HSG BS industry
CE 0158           Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 3 HSG = 10 m   391 180
FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 3 HSG = 15 m   391 181
FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 3 HSG = 20 m   391 182

FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 4 Abseil-rescue set scaffolding
LORY
CE 0158           Art. No.
FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 4   LORY = 30 m   391 191 
FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 4   LORY = 60 m   391 192

FALLSTOP® Set Scaffolding 4  
Abseiling-rescue set  
scaffolding LORY
 

Compact rescue set specially for constructing scaffolding. It has a lift 
function to allow the fallen person to be rescued upwards to the scaffold-
ing level or downwards in an abseiling rescue manoeuvre. 

Functions
• Rescue
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Restraint system for secure positioning and working on roofs.

Comprising
• Body harness STRIPE basic
• Shock absorber line PYTHON
• Two anchorage slings SETP
• Two securing ropes LORY
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Restraining
• Positioning
• Arresting

Securing system for secure working on elevated work platforms.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-2 ECO
• High-visibility vest
• Positioning lanyard LORY, 1.5 m
• BFD, 0.3 m
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Restraining
• Arresting

Securing system for secure working on elevated work platforms.

Comprising
• Body harness FS-2 ECO
• High-visibility vest
• Positioning lanyard MANUSTOP MS, 1.5 m
• BFD, 0.3 m
• Device bag
• Operating instructions

Functions
• Restraining
• Arresting

FALLSTOP® Set SOLAR  Art. No.
   391 123

Set elevated work platform 1 LORY     Art. No. 
Set elevated work platform 1  LORY = 1,5 m  391 193

Set elevated work platform 2 MANUSTOP   Art. No. 
Set elevated work platform 2   MS = 1,5 m  391 197

FALLSTOP® Set SOLAR
 

Set elevated work platform 1  
LORY
 

Set elevated work platform 2  
MANUSTOP
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Clothing and 
accessories 
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NEW
Working at height helmet  
PHEOS alpine
 

Application
The helmet has all the properties required in a climbing helmet used 
when working at heights and is therefore approved for use in industrial 
operations. It provides reliable protection against falling objects, swinging 
loads and impacts. It sits securely in the event of a fall thanks to the 
forked chip strap and optimised fit.

Equipped with
• Light helmet shell made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
• Temperature stable up to – 30 °C
• Forked chip strap with high break load
• 6-point textile cradle
• Stepless size adjustment via rotary knob
• Wearing height can be individually adjusted
• Sporting ergonomic design
• Euroslot holders on the side (30 mm) for attaching ear muffs
• Attachment slot for headlamp (safety lamp)
• Inserts for attaching the visor 
•  Clips for attaching other parts with an elastic strap, e.g. full view goggles 

or LED climber’s helmet lamp
• Weight: 464 g
• Colours: white, black Working at height helmet PHEOS alpine  

EN 12492, EN 397 / CE  Art. No.
Working at height helmet PHEOS alpine black 051 040-s
Working at height helmet PHEOS alpine white 051 040-w

Safety helmet PHEOS
 

Application
The helmet satisfies all safety-relevant requirements for use in construc-
tion or industrial environments. It offers reliable protection against falling 
objects, swinging loads and impacts. It sits securely in the event of a fall 
thanks to the forked chip strap and optimised fit.

Equipped with
•  Light helmet shell made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
• Temperature stable up to -30 °C
• Stepless size adjustment via rotary knob from 52 to 61 cm
• Sporting ergonomic design
• Variable ventilation openings
• Euroslot holders on the side (30 mm) for attaching ear muffs
• Attachment slot for headlamp (safety lamp)
• Inserts for attaching the visor
• Weight: 402 g
• Colour: white

Safety helmet PHEOS  
EN 397   Art. No.
   051 041-w

NEW
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NEW
Safety helmet HELIUM
 

Application
The helmet offers reliable protection against falling objects and severe 
impacts on the head after a fall. The high impact-absorption properties of 
the inner shell withstand several vertical impacts and impacts when the 
head is tilted forwards, backwards or to the side. Very comfortable due to 
its light weight, several setting options and padding.  

Use
Universal safety helmet e.g. for working at height, scaffolding construc-
tion, rescue and intervention.

Equipped with
• Light, sturdy helmet shell made of UV-stable polyalomer
• Inner shell with high impact absorption properties
• Temperature-stable from –35 °C to +35 °C
• 3-point safety strap, also suitable for people with glasses
• Padded chin strap
• Adjustable strap position
• Attachment option for headlamp
•  Stepless size adjustment via rotary knob for head size of between  

53 and 62 cm 
• Detachable, washable comfort padding
• Large ventilation channels and openings
• Weight: 350 g
• Colour: bright lemon Safety helmet HELIUM

EN 12492 / CE   Art. No.
   743 507

Accessories PHEOS
 

Accessories PHEOS            Art. No.
Reflection set M PHEOS          051 042
Ear muffs 2H PHEOS           051 043
Ear muffs 3H PHEOS           051 046
Visor PHEOS             051 044
Winter hat PHEOS           051 045

Reflection set M
Highly reflective label set, very bright thanks to prism film. Simple to 
attach.

Ear muffs 2H / Ear muffs 3H
Reliable ear protectors with small lightweight ear muffs.
Optimum fit with two-point attachment and steel bracket. Available with 
the insulating values 28 dB or 31 dB.

Visor
Sturdy visor made of extremely light plastic with colourless, non-fogging 
and easy to exchange transparent protector. 

Winter hat
Pleasant to wear below the helmet when the weather is cold. 

 

NEW
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Climbing gloves  
NETWORKER
 

Climbing gloves NIPPON
 

These gloves protect the wearer against wind, rain and injury when  
climbing and ascending. The gloves are equipped with a GORETEX® mem-
brane that offers excellent protection against wet and wind. 

It ensures a pleasant climate around the hands when wearing the gloves 
and transports moisture away from the skin. The glove is available in an 
unlined model for the summer and a lined model for the winter.  

Equipped with
• GORETEX®
• Hook-and-loop fastener on the sleeve
• Colour black
• Sizes 8, 9, 10, 11

This light glove offers pleasant protection against dust, wind and slight 
injuries. The calfskin surface and the narrow cut allow a high level of 
dexterity when working. The back of the hand is made of material to 
ensure a pleasant climate when working.

Equipped with
• Calfskin
• Fabric
• Hook-and-loop fastener on the cuff
• Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

Climbing gloves NETWORKER   Art. No.
Summer gloves  NETWORKER GORETEX  037 575
Winter gloves  NETWORKER GORETEX ISO  037 570

Climbing gloves NIPPON  Art. No.
   037 529
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Climbing boots PUMA
 

Climbing boots CLIMBER
 

These boots have a high shaft of 22 cm for the best possible hold when 
climbing. The robust rubber / PU sole with its sturdy terrain profile is very 
wear-resistant and non-slip. The HAIX® climate system ensures the boots 
are pleasant to wear. 

Equipped with
• Steel cap
• High shaft
• HAIX® climate system
• GORETEX®
• Vibram® Breithorn sole
• Leather thickness 2. – 2.7 mm
• Colour black
• Sizes 38 – 47, oversize 48

These sporty boots offer both hold and protection at work.  
The SYMPATEX® features protect the wearer from wind and water and the 
active moisture exchange properties ensure they are pleasant to wear. 

Equipped with
• Steel cap with comfort width for more toe freedom  
• L-protection® 40% lighter steel insole
• Anti-magnetic
• Thermally insulating
• Highly flexible
• Higher anti-perforation protection
• Shaft made of greased cowhide leather 
• Lining made of Cambrelle
• PU sole with PUMA CELL element
• SYMPATEX® and CORDURA® features
• Sizes 39 – 47

Climbing boots CLIMBER
EN 345 / CE   Art. No.
   040 983

Climbing boots PUMA
EN ISO 20345   Art. No.
   042 040
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Height rescue overall 
TEXPORT
 

Climbing overall STRATOS
 

The climbing overall STRATOS was specially developed for workers in the 
telecommunications sector for working with PPE. The special design 
below the armpits also allows unrestricted freedom of movement even 
when wearing a harness. The STRATOS climbing overall is fitted with 
GORETEX® membranes and offers ideal protection against the wind and 
rain. In cold weather, the overall can also be equipped with a thermal 
functional lining that transports moisture to the outside thereby guaran-
teeing wearing comfort.

Equipped with
• Sewn-on hood: can be pulled over the safety helmet 
• Foam knee pads
•  Extra-long zip fastener on the legs to allow the overall  

to be put on easily even when wearing boots
• Two sleeve pockets
• Spacious cargo pockets on the legs
• On request for a surcharge, also with your personal logo
• Colour cool grey / dark navy, Weight approx. 1440 g
• Outer material 100% polyester, function material GORETEX®

Accessories
• Thermal inner lining, Size S – XXXL
• Colour black, Weight approx. 980 g
• Material 3M Thinsulate™

The height rescue overall TEXPORT is very comfortable and offers protec-
tion against dirt, wind and slight injuries. The pockets are arranged to 
allow easy access in every work situation.  

Equipped with
• Zip with wedge section to allow easy access into the sleeves and legs
• 2 attached side pockets 
• 2 thigh pockets with zips
• 2 shin pockets with zips
• 2 upper pockets with zips
• 1 seat pocket with hook-and-loop fastener
• Fixing loops on the pockets to secure small parts
• Detachable knee pads
• Reflective strips 3M Scotchlite™ silver
• Elastic waistband 
• Hood can be stowed into the collar for below or above the safety helmet
• Stretch fold in elbow and knee areas
• Colour red
• Materials polyester /cotton

Climbing overall STRATOS  Art. No.
Climbing overall Size S-XXXL   021 236
Thermal inner lining Size S-XXXL   021 238

Height rescue overall TEXPORT  Art. No.
Height rescue overall Size S-XXL   021 297

Also available with GORETEX features and inner lining.

STRATOS Thermal inner lining
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KANSAS 3FUNKTION is functional underwear that offers protection in the 
cold. The inner side of the material is made of moisture transporting poly-
ester, whilst the outer side is made of cotton which absorbs sweat and 
also has thermal and insulating properties. This combination makes it the 
perfect work underwear. The material is made of 58% polyester and 42% 
cotton and is pleasantly soft on the skin. 

Equipped with
Long sleeve shirt  • Long sleeve shirt, round-necked
     • Longer back section
     • Knitted sleeve cuffs
     • Material 58% polyester / 42% cotton
     • Weight approx. 205 g/m²
     • Size S / M / L / XL

Long johns   • Long johns
     • Knitted cuff at the bottom of the legs 
     • Materials 58% polyester / 42% cotton
     • Weight approx. 205 g / m²
     • Size S / M / L / XL

Functional underwear  
KANSAS 3FUNKTION
 

Functional underwear KANSAS 3FUNKTION Art. No.
Long sleeve shirt KANSAS 3FUNKTION 021 313
Long johns KANSAS 3FUNKTION  021 314

High-visibility vest
 

Special high-visibility vest that is compatible with shock absorbers and 
rescue harnesses. Openings for front two-part anchorage loops and rear 
attachment D-ring. Thanks to the easy-to-operate fastener at chest 
height, the front attachment D-ring also remains freely accessible.  
Hook-and-loop fasteners on the inside allow the vest to be permanently 
attached to the harness and facilitate putting the harness on.

High-visibility vest
EN 471:2003 / CE   Art. No.
   311 153
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Protective goggles SUPER FIT 
 

Protective goggles PHEOS 
 

Protective goggles SUPER FIT  Art. No.
Normal    053 040
Tinted    053 041

Protective goggles PHEOS
EN 166 / EN 170 / EN 172  Art. No.
Normal    053 038
Tinted    053 039

The ultra-light, non-slip frame goggles offer protection against mechanical 
risks such as scratch-resistance and resistance to chemicals. Optimum 
vision thanks to anti-fog coat on the inside. 

Equipped with
• Highly scratch-resistant
• Resistant to chemicals
• Anti-fog coat on the inside
• Perfect colour perception
• Extremely non-slip
• Welding protection 1,7 or 3
• UV protection
• High flexibility thanks to ultra-light construction
•  Very easy to clean and less susceptible to dirt  

thanks to good anti-adhesion properties  
• Lens with basic curve 6.5

Lightweight protective goggles with optimum cover protect the eyes at 
the front and the side as well as the eyebrow area. The innovative duo-
spherical lens offers a large field of vision with flood coating making it 
highly scratch resistant and permanently free from fogging on the inside. 
Frame with non-slip components ensure the goggles sit securely and are 
comfortable.

Equipped with
• Optimum protection at the front, side and the eyebrow area
• Duo-spherical lens with large field of vision
• Optimum optical axis to prevent eye fatigue
• Highly scratch resistant
• Anti-fog coat on the inside
• UV protection
• Ventilation system integrated into the frame
• Frame ends with opening to attach a cord
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Application
Professional securing of manual tools and small parts by means of ultra-
light self-retracting securing lines. Easy to handle with various application 
options thanks to compact size and several different models for various 
useful loads up to 2.6 kg. 

Equipped with
• Securing line made of special wire 0.5 mm or nylon Spectral
• Impact-resistant ultra-light plastic casing
• Click-fastener for simple and fast tool release and change 
• Attachment variant ‘360°’ for simple clipping onto, e.g. material D-rings 
or the strap on the body harness
• Tool attachment optional with key ring or tool lanyard
• Optional: pull-out can be fixed into position

Models
JOJO 170 • Max. useful load 170 g
 • Max. pull-out 70 cm
 • JOJO tool ring / C lip 360° / steel-pull-out

JOJO 450 • Max. useful load 340 g
 • Max. pull-out 63 cm
 • JOJO tool lanyard / C lip 360° / nylon pull-out

JOJO 700 • Max. useful load 700 g
 • Max. pull-out 80 cm
 •  JOJO tool lanyard / C lip 360° / nylon Kevlar pull-out /   

stop Function

JOJO 1000 • Max. useful load 1000 g
 • Max. pull-out 50 cm
 •  JOJO tool lanyard / C lip 360° / stop function /  

nylon Kevlar pull-out

JOJO line Elastic tool guard made of textile strap material
 • Max. useful load 2.6 kg
 • Min. pull-out 60 cm
 • Max. pull-out 100 cm
 • JOJO tool lanyard / karabiner

Accessories 
JOJO tool  • For JOJO 170
ring • Key ring for attachment of the tool

JOJO tool  • For JOJO 450, 700, 1000 and JOJO line
lanyard • Textile, elastic loops for attachment of the tool
 • Length 19 cm

Fall protection for tools JOJO
 

Fall protection for tools JOJO      Art. No.
JOJO 170          771 126 
JOJO 450         771 132
JOJO 700        771 127
JOJO 1000        771 128
JOJO line        771 130

Acessories JOJO         Art. No.
JOJO tool ring         771 131
JOJO tool lanyard        771 129

JOJO tool ring and JoJo tool lanyard

JOJO 170 / 450

JOJO 700 / 1000

JOJO line
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Headlamp BO-Light pro
 

Headlamp BO-Light mini
 

Headlamp BO-Light mini  Art. No.
   743 611

Headlamp BO-Light pro  Art. No.
   743 613

Small, ultra-light headlamp with splash water-protected casing.  
Optimum illumination range thanks to LUXeon LED with optical diffusor.
        
Technical data
• 1 AA battery
• Weight 49 g
• Illumination range max. 85 m
• 1 LUXeon LED in white with optical diffusor for rotation
• 2 e-saving LED in white for eco mode
• 1 tactical red light LED
• Splash water-protected casing
• Settable, rubber-coated elastic strap

Headlamp with High-Lux CreeXeon LED for greater illumination range. 
Battery compartment at the back of the head for optimum weight  
distribution. Excellent fit thanks to settable, rubber-coated elastic strap 
and additional crown strap.

Technical data
• 3 AA batteries LUMEX mini
• Weight 185 g
• Illumination range max. 185 m
• 1 High-Lux CreeXeon LED white
• 2 e-saving LED in white for eco mode
• 1 tactical red light LED
• 1 red light LED with flashing and continuous mode
• Splash water-protected casing
• Settable, rubber-coated elastic strap
• Additional, settable crown strap
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Helmet lamp 
BO-EX-Light 2D/1G
 

Helmet lamp  
BO-EX-Light M1
 

Helmet lamp BO-EX-Light 2D / 1G  Art. No.
   743 621

Helmet lamp BO-EX-Light M1  Art. No.
   743 620

Ex-protected, cable-free strong light LED helmet lamp approved for use in 
mines, ideal for pit rescue operations, in shafts or coal mines. With a lithium 
rechargeable battery for very long illumination with three levels:  
Normal light, strong light, emergency light. Adjustable lamp holder and 
carrying loop for wearing around the neck. Well protected by the impact-
resistant casing made of very strong ABS/polycarbonate alloy. 

Technical data
• Lithium rechargeable battery 3.7 V / 2.8 Ah
• Charging time < 7 hours
• Weight 130 g
• Application temperature -20 °C to + 60 °C
• Impression protection IP 67 (waterproof up to 1 m in depth)
•  Illumination strength (measured at a distance of 1 m)  

and illumination duration
 • Normal light ≥ 2,200 Lux / min. 35 lumen ≥ 14 hours
 • Strong light ≥ 3000 Lux / min. 65 lumen ≥ 6 hours
 • Emergency light ≥ 900 Lux / min. 15 lumen ≥ 50 hours
• Impact resistant made of ABS/polycarbonate alloy
• Adjustable lamp holder
• Carrying loop for wearing around the neck

Cable-free helmet lamp approved for ATEX Zone 0 and dust areas, ideal 
for use in the chemical industry, in grain mills, oil mills, wood working  
sector, industrial operations, tank farms and tank cleaning.

Technical data
• Lithium rechargeable battery 3.7 V / 2.0 Ah
• Charging time < 7 hours
• Weight 125 g
• Application temperature -20 °C to + 60 °C
• Impression protection IP 67 (waterproof up to 1 m in depth)
•  Illumination strength (measured at a distance of 1 m)  

and illumination duration
 • Normal light ≥ 2.200 Lux / min. 35 lumen ≥ 9 hours
 • Emergency light ≥ 900 Lux / min. 15 lumen ≥ 25 hours
• Impact resistant made of polycarbonate
• Adjustable lamp holder
• Carrying loop for wearing around the neck
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LED-Headlamp
ATEX Zone 0
 

Small, compact headlamp for optimum illumination. Simple operation, 
also with gloves. Soft elastic band for comfort even without wearing the 
helmet. Can be used with a helmet: helmet strap made of non-slip rubber 
included.

Technical data
• 3 AAA batteries
• Weight 116 g
• LED lamp
• illumination duration 10 hours
• 60 lumen
• Approved for EX-zones: II 1 D/G EX ia IIC T4, EX iaD 20

LED-Headlamp ATEX Zone 0  Art. No.
   743 640

Helmet lamp BO-EX-Light 
accessories
 

Helmet lamp BO-EX-Light accessories  Art. No.
Helmet strap    743 622
Side helmet holder   743 623

Helmet strap
Elastic cradle with four hooks for fixing the LED helmet lamps on almost 
all standard helmets. Lamp holder and fall-out protection for all cable-free 
BO-EX-Light helmet lamps. Elastic strap with dual adjustment feature. 

Side helmet holder
Nylon and fibreglass holder on the side for LED helmet lamps that satisfies 
the requirements of the new fire service helmet standard EN 443:2008. 
Lamp holder and fall-out protection for all cable-free BO-EX-Light helmet 
lamps. Articulated joint for setting the lamp direction. Non-flammable.
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Headlamp SECA 800
 

Headlamp SECA 1400
 

Very flat headlamp in a waterproof casing with cable slots.  
Optimum light yield.   

Technical data
• 2L Li-Ion rechargeable battery
• Weight 369 g
• Charging time 5 hours
• Illumination strength and illumination duration
 • 800 lumen, 2 hours
 • 400 lumen, 4 hours
 • 200 lumen, 8 hours
• Head strap made of non-slip wind-repellent neoprene
• Head strap with adapter for lamp (front) and rechargeable battery (back)
• Can also be attached to the handlebars of a bike

Very flat headlamp in a waterproof casing with cable slots.  
Optimum light yield thanks to special bi-conic reflector.

Technical data
• 6-cell Li-Ion rechargeable battery
• Weight 579 g
• Charging time 7 hours
• Illumination strength and illumination duration
 • 1400 lumen, 2:30 hours
 • 700 lumen, 5 hours
 • 350 lumen, 10 hours
• Head strap made of non-slip wind-repellent neoprene
• Head strap with adapter for lamp (front)
• Battery is worn separately with a long adapter cable
• Can also be attached to the handlebars of a bike

Headlamp SECA 800  Art. No.
   743 630

Headlamp SECA 1400   Art. No. 
   743 631
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Transport and  
storage 
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Absolutely waterproof and dust-tight. The versatile transport sacks to pro-
tect safety equipment from the wet, dirt and other damaging influences 
during transport or storage.

DRY-Pack transport sacks 
•  are made of high-quality PVC coated PA fabric. All seams are welded in  

a high-frequency process without any seam perforation to ensure that 
they are absolutely waterproof 

• have extra-strong round bases
•  are rot-proof and have a high level of chemical resistance to oils, petrol, 

acids and lyes
•  can be folded and bent without rupturing, even at very cold temperatures 
• are equipped with a stepless and waterproof roll-fastener system 

DRY-Pack transport sacks
Art. No. 743 306 743 320 743 340 743 341 
Volume 6 l 20 l 40 l 40 l with 
    shoulder straps
Weight 175 g 350 g 420 g 550 g
Max. filling height 38 cm 75 cm 88 cm 88 cm 
Base ø 19 cm 22 cm 26 cm 26 cm

Folding bucket
Art. No. 343 040 
Volume 10 l
Weight  850 g
Size 38 x 25 x 25 cm

Harness pouch
Art. No. 343 004
Dimensions  35 x 20 x 20 cm
Rec. load  up to approx. 5,0 kg

For transporting material and tools at elevated workplaces. Ideal in  
combination with the load holder deflection pulley. The folding bucket 
can be folded down flat. The strong PVC base prevents fast wear and 
ensures that tools cannot fall out.

Useful accessory for storing and transporting a body harness with a lan-
yard or shock absorber rope. The adjustable bag fastener prevents small 
parts from falling out. The length-adjustable shoulder strap allows the 
bag to be worn whilst the hands remain free. Model in a  
special design with few load-bearing seams. Highly strong nylon- 
reinforced PVC tarpaulin material. Mount backed with strap material  
for reinforcement.

Transport sacks DRY-Pack
 

Folding buckets
 

Harness pouch
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Device case
 

Transport containers
 

Transport sack ZIP-Pack
 

Device case
Art. No. 343 001
Weight 3000 g
Dimensions 39 x 28 x 19 cm
Material  Varnished sheet steel 

Transport containers
Art. No. 343 005
Volume approx. 166 litres
Weight 2890 g
Dimensions 90 x 50 x 37 cm
Material  Aluminium, untreated

Transport sack ZIP-Pack
Art. No. 743 350
Volume 40 l

Transport sack made of extremely sturdy Cordura with inner  
compartments and padded shoulder straps.

A classic product from BORNACK for the past 25 years. Sheet steel painted 
in red to protect against impacts. 

Light transport containers made of aluminium with large storage volume.
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NEW

NEW

Application
The tool bag is made of extremely durable, wear-resistant Cordura with a 
leather-reinforced base. Permanently open hook-and-loop fastener flap to 
allow frequent access. With hammer loop and closable small parts pocket.

Equipped with
• Leather-reinforced base
•  Attachment to the tool D-ring  

by means of reinforced sewn-on karabiners
• Hook-and-loop fastener flap can be affixed flexibly 
• Inner elements in a light colour
• Pocket for small parts with hook-and-loop fastener flap
• Hammer loop

Tool bag HEAVY DUTY
Art. No. 343 037
Volume 8,4 l
Weight  600 g
Size 24 x 35 x 10 cm
Material  Cordura black / rot / beige, leather beige

Tool bag Textile I
Art. No. 343 018  343 028
Attachment Textile loop  Karabiner
Volume  approx. 7 l  approx. 7 l
Weight  620 g  620 g
Dimensions  38 x 25 x 8 cm
Material Cordura 1000 Cordura 1000

Werkzeugtasche Textil II
Art. No. 343 026 
Volume  approx. 7 l
Weight  710 g
Size  38 x 25 x 8 cm
Material Cordura® 1000

Open tool bag made of extremely durable Cordura with a pocket for small 
parts. Attached via textile loops or a karabiner.

Tool bag made of extremely durable Cordura with fastener flap, hammer 
loop and a pocket for small parts. Double safety feature thanks to inner 
snap-fastener and additional hook-and-loop fastener.

Tool bag HEAVY DUTY
 

Tool bag Textile I
 

Tool bag Textile II
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Rope and harness sack
 

Rope and harness sack
Art. No. 343 009
Volume  approx. 35 litres
Weight  approx. 200 g
Dimensions  approx. 40 x 25 x 25 cm, Plane 120 x 90 cm
Material Cordura® 500
Colour blue-black

Ideal for stowing ropes and also body harnesses. The unfolded tarpaulin is 
equipped with additional hook-and-loop fastener loops to ensure that 
single-part body harnesses in particular are ‘ready for immediate use’ and 
there is no need to untwist them first. Arrange the harness onto the tar-
paulin, affix with the hook-and-loop fasteners, fold, roll up - ready. When 
unrolled, the belt is still in its operational position.

Rucksack Guide 45-plus
 

Rucksack Intervention 
30-plus
 

Intervention 30-plus
Art. No. 743 430
Volume 30 litres
Weight 1000 g
Materials  Macro-Tex / Poly-Tex
Colour red-black

Guide 45-plus
Art. No. 743 445
Volume  approx. 45 l
Weight 1700 g
Materials  Macro-Tex / Dura-Tex
Colour red-black

Height-adjustable contoured top. Top and inner compartment with a 
sturdy zip. Length adjustment with straps on the top pocket. Compres-
sion straps on the side. With two parts, with optional inner base 
attached with zips.

Lower base compartment can be accessed from the outside. Additional 
attachment straps. Ergonomic contour padding on the back section with 
detachable bad padding. Padded hip strap for comfort, also when worn 
for a long time / on long marches.

Ergonomically shaped and padded shoulder straps with position adjust-
ment straps and chest strap at the front (detachable).

Height-adjustable contoured top. Top and inner compartment with a stur-
dy zip. Length adjustment with straps on the top pocket. Compression 
straps and mesh pockets for fast access even when the rucksack is being 
worn. Inner compartment can be divided. Two separate outer pockets 
with sturdy two-way zip fastener. Ergonomic contour padding on the back 
section with detachable back padding. Padded hip strap for comfort, also 
when worn for a long time / on long marches. Ergonomically shaped and 
padded shoulder straps with position adjustment straps and chest strap 
at the front (detachable). Another highly functional feature is the sturdy 
and easy to use outer helmet holder. 
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The European standards are prerequisites for free trade between 
the Member States of the EU and for standardising the occupa-
tional safety regulations.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is assigned to three classes:
• Class I  No danger
• Class II Danger to health
• Class III Danger to life

Rope protection (PPE against falls) is assigned to Class III.

The equipment is subjected to a type test by a certified testing 
office based on the principles of the EN standards. The manu-
facturer guarantees conformity of the on-going production  
with the type test by the attachment of the CE symbol and the 
declaration of conformity.

The production of Class III PPE components is also subject to addi-
tional production monitoring by a certified office and/or a moni-
tored quality assurance system.

EC Directives
•  89/686/EEC 

Manufacturer Directive for PPE
•  89/656/ EEC   

User Directive for PPE

EN standards for PPE against falls
• EN 341   Abseiling devices
• EN 353-1   Guided type vertical fall-arrest-systems including  

a rigid anchor line
• EN 353-2  Guided type vertical fall-arrest-systems including  

a flexible anchor line.
• EN 354  Connectors
• EN 355  Fall arresters
• EN 358  Positioning belts
• EN 359  Restraint systems
• EN 360  Self retractable lanyards
• EN 361  Body harnesses
• EN 362  Connector elements (karabiners)
• EN 363  Arresting systems
• EN 364  Testing procedures
• EN 365  Operating instructions requirements
• EN 795  Attachment constructions
• EN 813  Sit harnesses and accessories
• EN 1496  Rescue lift devices
• EN 1497  Rescue harnesses
• EN 1498  Rescue loops
• EN 1891  Kernmantel ropes with little elasticity
• EN 12277  Mountaineering harnesses

BORNACK FALLSTOP® has worked on producing PPE against falls 
for more than 35 years and its numerous new developments set 
standards for today’s state-of-the-art.

EN –  
European Standards
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